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made to carry Hie resolution remains, should they he removed thither;
May 8, INoi), the commit- the descent to which is by a broad flight
tee made a further report t»» the House of
AN INDEPENDENT NEW3PAPEB,
Attomjt.
of steps lighted by the same light which
rUUMBIIGI) KVKIIY BATURDAY AT
Representatives,on which a resolution illumines his statute.” This, then, was
JIArKLK.
VAN
PITTKN
it
CO.,
Proprletom
' IIOWAUl). M. D.. Claim Ayent, Attorneyanil
..... "r Fl'"jyrr Mlb: (Steam Saw ami Flour was passed “that a mausoleum be creeled
II Notary Public; River atrwU
the design of Hie structure in memory of
cur,
Milln.) near foot of 8th ntreet.
for George Washington in the city of
: Vf C HUIDK. 0. W„ Attorney at I.aw and SolidImmortal Washington, the building of
OKFICK : VAN LANDKGk.WS UI.OCK.
ill tor In Chancery: oltlce with M. 1). Ilow- OCOTT, W. j.. Plan n*. Matching,Hcroll-naw Washington, and In pursuance of Hie said
which it was determined to commence.
In*
and
MouldlOK;
River
ntreet.
aui*. cor. Kluhth and River nlrveta.
(I. 8. D0ES3UR(i «k (Jo., Pihlihiikkm.
resolution an appropriationof $200,000
As a memorial edifice,it would throw all
VKRBBKK. H. NV..A CO., proprletomof the
/ \RT, K. J.. Attorney at .aw, Collectlnn and
r<2M3 or SUBSOBIPnOtT: 12.00 pir juris slTuei.
> PhiM'nlx Planing Mill. All klndn of hulld- was made, on the 1st of January, 1801, for modern monuments into the shade; and
* * IVtiHlon Claim Auent. Office. Kant of “City
Imr material furnlnhed at Grand Rapldn prlrea.
Hotel.”
its erection. Here the whole matter went
job ruiNTiNo rnoiimr and neatly imikk.
as fur as altitudeis concerned, it would
IITINTERSBBO'H
ABBOVYEK
0>iicren*orn
to
to
sleep again, and quietly rested until top over the dome of the capitol in WashBake rlti.
TEKM8 OF ADVEHTI8ING:
ZSaaa..
•
•
Dutton A TuoMmoN), Engineers and Mn- ll kill'll.
aroused from its somnolency on the 13th ington by no less than .’130 fret! Well
One Miuruof U-n linen, nonpareil,) 75 centx I1INNKKANT. J., Proprietorof the Pioneer chlnlntn. See Advertinement.
for Hret Insurtlon, und *• conta for each auliM*1) Rakery; bak nt; done to order; Rth reel.
day of January, 1824, when James Hu- might this he called a magnificentstrucquent Inaertlou for any period under Uiroc
Notarr Public*.
luomliH.
chanan,
then a member of Hie House of ture, worthy of the man and of the coun|>KSS|NK. Mra. I... ProiirietrennofCIty Rakerv:
| 3 M.
ii.. Notary Pnblleand Oonveyaa
ft a
1 V.
I Confectionaryand cluarn; RefrenhmetiteIn TVOB8BURG,
Representatives, introducedthe following tryI ' cr-r; office at residence, Ninth ntreet.
1 H<|iiare ..........
3 .VI
5 Ui
8 UI thin line nerved on call; 8th ntreet.
resolution:
2 “
5 0"
8 00 10 UI
The anniversaryof American indepenpORT, HKNRY D., Rral Kitate and Imnrancr
“
Baskias aai Siclunft
................ s 10 10 UI 17 no
Itemlrcd,That a committee he appoint- dence was chosen us a fitting day for layI
Agent,
Notary
Public
and
Conveyancer;
Col^4 Column
III UI
17 Ul 25 (in
............ 17 UI 25 00 40 Ul 17’BNTON, NATHAN. Rankin* and Collectlnp. lection*made In Hollandand vicinity,
ed whose duty it shall he to Inquire in ing the corner-stone of a monument to its
1
IV Draftn hotiKht and nold; cor. £i*hth and
25 ui 40 UI 85 Ul
Ilf ALSU, II., Notary Public. Conveyancer, what manner the resolutions of Congress, hero. On the 4Hi day of July, 1848, unRiver ntroetn.
• uni ij nuvviiiruir iioyu
UI Ilirt1!'
vv and inniirauco Agent. Office,City Itruo passed on the 24tli of December, 1779, relStart, Rth ntreet.
cliaiiiteri.
der a bright sky, In Hie presence of the
Booki ini Statloaery.
IJualneaHf’arda In City Directory, not over three
ative to the erection of a marble monu- President and Vice-President of the United
linen.$100 per annum.
Phrtofraphi.
IIINNKKANT. Mt-n A. M.. Dealer In Rm.kn A
ment in the Capitol, at the city of Wash- Mlales, Senators and Representativesin
NotieeHof Dirt ha. Marrlaj^en,and DeatliHpub- Ij Stationary Confectionary, Toyn, etc.; River
llihed without charee.
I AJ DER GROR(«E, Photogratihnand Octnn
drift.
ington, to commemorate Hie great events Congress,the heads of the executive deAn Z btifbre the SuhwrlherV name will denote
I j In all the vnrhma styles andslies; Gallery
1
the expiration of the Suhncrlptiou.Two X X nle- ptLOETINOH, A., Book Hinder, and dealer in on Eighth
of the military and political life of General partments, officers of the army and navy,

(The iblliuul (City iUws.

^iioinrss ilirrctory.

Efloris wore

I I KALI). R. K.. Manufacturerof and Dealer In
I
I Agricultural Implementn; commlnnlonsp'nt
for MowlnirMaehinen; cor. lOthA River ntreet.
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nify that no paper will he continuedafter date.
All advertlnlng hllla collectable quarterly.
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CO.. Dealern In Rookn.
I\ Stationery. Toyn. Notlonn and Candlen; opponite City Dru* Store. Eighth ntreet.
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iloatls.

Effect, Suiulay,

May

IJEROM).
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NORTH.

fflghtBx.
r. «.
9.10
12.15
A. M.
8.37

r

Chicago.
Buffalo.

New

f.

3.15

4.21

3 5ft

4 07
4.1C
4.15
4.55

4.35
........
6.35

Gr.Junction.
Kennivllle.
Manllui.

New Holland

15

720

m-

,

O., Dealer u Drug* and Mcclicine*, Paint* ami (Ml*. Bru*he*, Ac. Physician ’* preacrlptlon* carefully put up; Eighth *’t.

10.110

v

I^ANTERS, A.

l\

17 Al

If

IJERTSCII. I) General dealer In Drv IV
I> (iimmI*. Yankee Notion*. Hat*, Cap*, etc.;

Grand B&piii Branch.

a.

m.

m.

P.

5.-I)

4.50
5.01
5.17
5.30
5.43
5.49

5.31
5.47
6.00
6.13
6 19
ft 40

Holland.
Zeeland.
Vrlesland.

Rudton.
Jennlson'i.
Grandvllle.
Or. Raplda,

fl.10

—

--

12.00

10.00

11.4ft

9.4ft

11.33
11.20
11.07
11.01
10.40

9 83
9.20
9.07
9.01

8.40

Monday, June 22, 1874.

Effect,

vertisement.

m.

p.

SON. (teueral Dealer* In
Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street. See ad-

(J. J..

Wagutaikin Ml Bliekuithi.

Blacksmith Shop;
Horse Shoeing and all kind* of repairing

_

Mi

Jtwilry.

A LBEUS A WYNNE, Jeweler* ami Watrhma-

ready market for countrvpnMluee; a choice
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st.

street*.

do. This

society at once

The Waihiufton Xonument.

p.

m.

9 00
8 05
7 50
7 05
6 20
5 80
4 U)

Hortk.
No. 2
p. m.
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12 U)
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9 80
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2
2
3
8
4
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9
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Ferryshurg

Grand Haven
Pigeon
Holland
Fill

South.
No. 1

more

Allegan

59
5ft
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T'E ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer In

Dry (ioods,
Groceries, etc.; Notary Public and’ conveyancer; office and store,cor. 9th and Market street.

X

(Id

10

ton be erected at the place

where

the resi-

\7-AN PUTTEN A DE VRIES. General

Retail
Dealer*, in Dry (ioods. Groceries, Crockery,
Hats and Caps, Ftour, Provisions, etc.; River st.

00
30
Ul

Y

X1TERKMAN.

Lake Shore and Xichigan Southern B. B.

the

DealerlnDry (ioods, (Jrov
eerie*.Crockery, Flour A Provision*.New
Store. Eighth street.

v

II. D.,

ported by a marble pedestal, on which

war in which he
commanded in person. On the pedestal

Effect,

Sunday, August

23,

1874.
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5 33
5 A3
5 50
« 10
6 34
« 41
8 55
7 10
7 32
7 48
7 57
8 07
8 17
8 28
8 38
P.M.
8 A5
A.M.
8.20
A U.
i 30
A. M.
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P.

1 10

48
52
00

8
8
9
9 20
9 44
9 52
10 05
10
10
10 58
11 08
11 18
11 28
11 89
11 45
A. N.
11 55
p.m.

Dorr.
Hilliard*.
ilopkin*.
Allegan.
Otsego.
Plainwell.

735

Portage.

7 14

Schoolcraft
Flowerlcld.
Moorenark.
Three Riven*.

ft .38

8
8
8
6

48
38
28
17
8 10
A.M.
6 00
P.M.
10 40
P.M.
11 25
P.M.

Florence.
('qnstantJne.

White Pigeon.

»

17

OH

00
38
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R 05
7 48

Cooper.
Kalamazoo.

20
41

8

9
9
9
8

Chicago.

P.M.
5 85 Toledo.
P. M.
10 10 Cleveland.
A.M.
4
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P.M.
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of America during the

}fo. 192.

|

war which

of

the

United States,to aid the funds of the soc-

had agreed to appropriate

for a

mausoleum

to Washington in the city of Washington.

Thus, again, the society was seemingly in
a fair

way of getting a new

when an

unfortunate misunderstanding arose
among its members, resulting in a schism,
which delayed the action of Congress and
finally defeated the matter altogether.

he received from any one Nothing more was done between the years
to $1 a year; 1833 and 1839. On the22d of February
Hie progress under this rule was so of the later year, the “Washington Naat first limited

very slow, the restrictionwas removed In

tional Monument Society”

1845, and people could give as little or as

ted by act

much

start,

to

as they had a mind

to,

or

was incorporaof Congress. The corporation

their had scarcely organizeditself for active op-

pockets permitted.

erations when the complications preceding

Three years after the oignuization

of the rebellion
of $28,000 had came on, and their only work on the monbeen collectedunder the $1 rule. This ument was to put it in good condition to
fund was Invested in secure and well-pay- be preserved. During the war which folsociety (in 1830) the

of the

the outbreak of the war

sum

vindi-

deposited under it; and that the monu- with experiencedarchitects and engineers,
Livery and Sale Stable;
ll good accommodation for horse*; 9th street, ment be so designed as to commemorate not interested in any of the various plans
near Market.
that hud been submitted, one was selected
the great events of his military and political life.”
copy of tills resolution, which proposed an obelisk 517 feet high,
Kaat Kirkiti.
among others relating to his death, was and a pantheon or base 100 feet high, so
17 LEYS, P., First Ward Meat Market ; best of
I\ Meats always on hand. Eighth suect.
transmitted to his widow by the President, that the total height of the structure would
he 617 feet. The entire structure was to
f/TITK. J.. Dealer In all kinds of meats and and from her reply we quote the followhe white marble, and the estimated cost of
IV vegetables;Meat Market on 8jh street.
ing words:
II..

A

“Taught by

the great example which I

the obelisk alone was to he $552,000, and

and Smoked Meats and vegetables; paper have ro I jng had before me, never to opand twine: 8th street.
pose my private wishes to the public will,

sign embraces the Idea of a grand circular

v

IndependentOrder

Kircbiat Tillon.

I)OSMAN. J.

W.. Merchant Tavior, and Dealer
mMly made clothing and Gents’ Furnishing Goods.

. ..

Otto HbeyraV; N. G.
IM v

\V\, Merchant Taylor, (loth purchased elsewhere, w ill be cut to order. Repairing
dromptly attendedt4*. River street.

f

of the whole work, $1,222,000. The

—
high.

by

In view of the frequent requests now

made

to lYesident

Grant for information

as to his desire to bo re-elected for a third

term, the following extract from a

letter

written by him January 20, 1864, to Mr.

N. Morris, is interesting, if not

I.

satisfac-

be President] is the last
world I desire. I would re

tory: “This [to
thing in the

gard such a consummation as being highly

de-

unfortunate for myself, if not fa| the
country. Through Providence I have

at-

colonnaded building,
250 .......
feet in diameter,
must consent to the request made
______ OI ....
...
tained to more than I ever hoped, and
Congress,
you uatc
have nau
had the
good- an(l M0 feet high, from which
springs su
an with tlie jKisition I now hold in the regular
voo, which
nunii juu
we Kvnmwini.ii a|>iiup»
nilUfl til Panatli
m 1 in doing lit!.!
atari
ness to transmit to me; and
this1 (ifll'llulx
obelisk shaft 70 tltMil
feet Alt
at till*
the base and
.700 • ®rroyi if allowed to retain it, will be more
I need not, I cannot, say what a sacrifice feet
*l,a" a'd^fled. I certainlyshall never
I

t

1
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yORST,

K. K. Uiald, Iltc Sec'i.

8ec'y.

proved and an appropriationof $200,000
given on behalf of the people

street.

yAN DERHAAH. II.. Dealer In Frestrr Salt,

F.

Visiting brothers are cordiallyInvited.

A. ScaouritY.Rtf.

of February, 1855— that day

;

VTIBHBLINK, J.

^>fOdd Follow*, hold* IU» regular meeting* at Odd
Fellow*' Hall. HollandMieb.,pn Tm-sday Evening
of each week.

R.

the 22d

L

l

-

Hoi.LANuCHy Ltduv.

On

!101

Sec'y.
0.

was resolved,

f

W. H. Jorum, W. M.
47.I v

p. of

slow. It

t

A Regular Cqramunlcationof Unity Lome,
Nw. HH. F. A A. M., will he held at Masonic Hall,
Holland, Mich., . on Wednesday evening, Oct.
U, at 7jtf o'clock,sharp.
O. Dokhsuro,

funds came in very

8th street.

X)

X.

diligent efiorts on the part of the society,

ing stocks, and the interest added yearly. lowed, contributions for (ids purpose were
The
financial difficultieswhich overshad- out of the question. Since the war, cf750 y.\N DER \ KKN. K.. Dealer In (iencral Hard- cated and secured their liberty, sovereignware; cor. Eighth and River street.
7 80
owed the country in 1837 and 1838 made forta have at various times been made to
ty, and independence.”This statue,how7 03
themselvesvery plainly felt also here, and obtain aid from Congress— hut so far withbANDKGENI) A MELIS, Dealers In
8 55
ever,
was never made. The resolution
Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple8 40
collections
fell off to almost nothing. out success. Last session stringent efforts
8 25 ments; Eighth street.
passed by Congress remained a dead letter
6 03
They revived again with the better times were made by the H. IV Chipman, Deleuntil the demise of Washington. This
Hotili.
5 47
of 1844 and 1845; and in 1847 the aggre- gate in Congress for the Districtof Colum
5 8S
great national calamitytouched chords of
5 28
A KLNA
*’• Zalsman, Proprietor
gate of collections and accumulated inter- his, to have an appropriationmade; hut
5 18 i V First-classaccommodation. Free Russ to and veneration in the heart of every citizen,
frem
the
Trains.
Eighth
street
est was about $87,000, which amount was pressure of business precludedfinal action
507
and Congress resolved to do fitting honor
5 00
deemed
sufficientto justify the society in to he taken, and the matter went over till
P.M.
^RLt-wm A Son, Proprietor*. to the illustriousdead. A joint commitBuilt In 1878; FurnishiNl inelegant style, and
4 50
commencing
Hie erection of the monu- next session, not without some prospects
A.M. a first-class hotel throughout.
tee of the two houses was appointed to
ment.
9 80
of ultimate success, however.
Rydib, Proprietor; consider the most suitable manner of payA.M. PHOENIX H WE
It should be borne in mind that the
opposite
the
C.
A
M.
L.
8.
R.
It
Depot
;
good
Plans
and
proposals
were
at
once
invitII 00
ing honor to his memory. On their reA.M accommodation; building and furniture new.
gentiemen
composing this society are men
ed, and quite a number received in report, a resolutionwas adopted ‘‘that a
7 05
LlviryudStl* Sublet.
A.M.
sponse. Some proposed a monumental of undoubted probity and integrity— the
marble Monument he erected by the U1 00
I1ENDER,G. II. Livery and Sale Stable; new nited States,at the city of Washington, arch, some an enormous statue,some the first men in Washington, and with President
X> bam opposite City Hotel Market street.
Grant at tiieir head as President of the
and that the family of General Washing- erection of a memorial building, and othsociety.
nOONK.il.. Livery and Sale Stable; Market
ton be requested to permit his body to lie ers an obelisk. After wide consultation
8 08
7 58

;

^odjfss.

hut as

principal events of the

AN

EH KM

amount

person was

should be represented in has relief four

the followingwords were to he inscribed:
A SONS, General Dealers In Dry
r, , J™8’ Groceries.Hats and Cap*, etc.'; “ The United States in Congressassembled
FROMGR’ND
TO GR'ND RAPIDS, (•rain,Flour and Feed made a speciality;River *t. ordered this statue to be erected, in the
xpress. Mali.. 3TATI0HB. Express. Mail.
year of our Lord 1783, in honor to George
p. a.
A. M.
A. M.
Hirdwar*.
P. M.
4 50
8 rt) Grand Rapids.
10 00
8 55
Washington, the illustrious Commander5 05
8 15 Grendville.
9 47
8 40 TTAVERKATE,G. J. A SON, 1st Ward Hard.
5 18
8 28 Byron Centre.
9 32
8 24 II ware Store; sell cheaper than any other; in-Chief of the armies of the United States

Taken

classes might give alike toward the object,

dence of Congress shall he established,"
and directed that the statue should he sup-

05

spent the last years of his life. In spite of

(». J..

1

loiBC
No. 4

of “the

Father of his Country,” and where he

commenced active operationsunder the ciety.” This, it will be recollected, was
name of “ The Washington NationalMon- the sum which the House of Representaument Society,” and chose for its first tives, by (heir resolution of Jan. 1, 1801,

8

President, Chief Justice John Marshall.
Tlie history of the Washington monuFamily Supply Store;
Upon
Ids death in 1833, ex-president MadI a choice stock of groceries alwav* on hand. ment is an interestinganti checkered one.
Blacksmithshop In rear of Store; Eighth street.
ison took the chair as Presidentof the
As far back as the close of the Revolution,
society, who was then in the 85th year of
Ofuml Bailer*.
the Continental Congress, on the flth of
YUURSBMA J. A CO., Dealer* In Drv Goods, August, 1783, resolved unanimously “that his age. The progress of the society was
IJ Groceries. Crockery.Glassware,Hats, Caps,
at first slow. In order that all might have
Clothingand Feed; River street.
an equestrian statue of General Washingan opportunity to contribute, and that all

rpE VAARWEltK,

view of Mount

rests the ashes

chosen for the purpose of giving the
of Washington, whose names were a pass- deliberationsgreater Interest— the proceedport to public confidence, formed in that ings and efforts of the society were ap-

Jewel- nally failed to
Eighth

(trocerle* and Supplies; a

I

All action of Congress having failed, as

ker*. The oldest estahliihmentin the cltv: year a voluntaryassociation for Hie purEighth street.
pose of doing what Congress limi so sig;

L^LIETSTRA.A.,

in full

Vernon, where now

therefore, to appeal to Congress for aid.

1\

and Market

Revolution,”and

late as 1888, some puplic-splrltcd citizens being

paid for Fur*.
Watchii

and
great national monuerection

ment which to-day stands unfinished.

TOSLIN ARREYMAN. Watchmaker*.
’I ers. and dealer* in Fancy (loud* cor.

hutriw

a fund for the

completion of the

U'LIKMAN.J.. Wagon and

I

EIDSKMA J. M., A

Iv

Express

A. ra.

Xich. Lake Shore Bail Bead.
Taken

I)

General dealer in Tobacco, merged into
Cigars, Snuff. Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

__

U., A CO.. Dealer*In all kind* of Fur
.vl nlturc. Curtain*. Wall Paper. Toy*. Coffin*.
Picture Frame*, etc.; River street.

GOING SOUTH.
Mail.

structure.

Park in Washington, opposite the White
Stave*. Wood and House; hut it would have been far better,
Hark; office at hi* residence. Eighth street.
and more consistent,if the sums appropriTohiceoud Cifir*.
ated and used for these purposes had been

done. Cash

IfKYKR

Sunday, May 24, 1874.

STATIONS.

18.73, Congress appropri-

street.

ROLLER.

l

funltur*

Mail.

1841. Again, in

I/'ANTERS R.. Dealer in

O

Ixpresi.

M as a fine and eloquent effort Thus the
period. Not that monuments were not work was fairly and nobly inaugurated in
erected in memory of Washington, by 1848. For six years it was pushed on vigCongress; but not the monument which orously, and the ohliak was carried up to
Congress had pledged itself to erect in a height of 170 feet; then the bottom of
1783, 1779, and 1H01. In 1832, Congress the cash Imjx was reached, and work had
ordered a statue of Washington to he to ite suspended. Up to that time $230,000
placed in the Capitol; this was finished in had been collected and expended upon the

‘ ffitYH^ W:od, Birk, Xte.

Bry aoel*.

The Granil Rapids Freight and Fruit Train cor. Eighth and Market street*.
on Monday, Hcptembcr 7th,
flour sal feel
1974, leaving Grand Rapid* at 12:00 M.; Holland 3
o'clock P. M.; arriving in Chicago at 4:80 A. M.
O LOOTER A IIIGGIN8, Dealer* in Hour and
Extra men will he placed on thl* train that fruit
Feed. Grain* and Hay. Mill-stuff. Ac.. Ac. Labarite's old stand, Rth street.—See Advertlseraeni.
may be handled carefully.

GOING NORTH.

soleum to Washingtontill within a recent

PELD, H-. Manufacturerof and dealer In ated $T)0,000 for the erection, by Clark
The site of the monument was selected
lame**, Trunk*. Saddle* ami Whips; Mills, of an equestrian bronze statue of
by
Gen. Washington liimselfasa place for
^
Washington, which is now in Lafayette a proposed monument to the “American

Pharmaci*t: afulf
Eighth
eUwk of goods appertaining to thcbu*ines*.

See adverti*ement.

&T

Effect,

11., Agent for Grover and Baker * Sewing Machine*; Eighth street.

Balllcri.

will be consolidated

Thfon

residence, corner 9th ami Fish street.
Siwiur Vachlaei.

y

I17AL8H IIKUJ£B.Druggi*tA

8.45
8.20
7.50

Office

Drug*. Madl-

cine*. Paint*. Oil*, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Hero's Family Medicine*; River 8t.

9.05

DEBOER,

K. 8.. Physician and Surgeon;
corner Eleventh and River street opnn
public square,

L

j

I

ITAN Pl'TTKN,Wm.. Dealer in
9.22

T

made

fice at

YJ

10.05

monument

QCBptTTBN,R* A., surgeon. PluralclanObatetdii rlnn, Regular graduatedami Licensed. Of-

Brag* i&i kilieisei.

FIOEKBCRG, J.

10.41

11.16
tl.Ul
10.67
11.42
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Masonic lodges throughout the country,

This was a step forward,but, unfortu- the corner-stone to this great
Pbrslclaa, Bomoo and
conchant. offlee and renldenc on ttth ntreet. nately, it did not amount to
After was laid, amid the vociferous cheering of
Strangers are requested to Inquire at Van Putten's.
discussion, Hie resolution was laid on the a countless multitude, Robert C. WinKDKROKR. R. Plivnldan and Surgeon: Office
I
corner Eleventh and River ntreet opposite table, mid that was the last splurge
throp, then speaker of the House of Republic square.
in Congress to erect u monument or mau- presentatives, delivered the oration, which

cvrpkntkr.j H.,
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he best accomplished, the Judiciary,and delegationsfrom all
they have leave to report by hill the Mates and Territories, and from the
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the forthcoming session of Congress to stoure

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

olose of navigationon the back lakes and riv-

Driven to Death by a Curse.

European Navies.
According to the last official report#
Foreign.
New Hampshire, lately committed suition of the city.. ..Postmaster-GeneralJewell
O hi, ri78U,re’ Iaieiy commuted sui- given in the Jioncmeitung,
Borsemeitmg, of Berlin,
0. S. D0E8BURQ A CO., Publish ibjj.
The militaryarrest of Count Von Amim by ftl
^ W
OS
OM A A ^ A 1 _
has decided to reorganize the Special Bismarck is exciting a good deal of interest cido by drowning, under the following the total number of iron clads owned by
---un
reiuicu by
uy u
as related
a lOCHt
local the naval powers of Europe is 244 The
HOLLAND C1TT,
MWmOAN. Agency branch of the Postal Service. Special in Europe. A Berlin telegram states that the circumstances,
paper:
She
had
had
charge
of
paper:
She
had
had
char™
of the
the school
school
total number of screw-aKps, exciusiv®
Agents will be charged, among other duties, Emperor William has ordered that no stone
for several weeks. The scholars thought
of
learners «uu
and buuuuuuj,
gunboats, 18
is 401.
431.
-- ooast-s
--- ---with ascertainingl^ow it happens that there is be left unturned in the efforts to recover the
f-ltri*™..!..
__ J o ___ •
much of her, and till within a short Rolffinm
Belgium,
.Switzerland
and
Servia
have
so little uniformityln receipts and disburse- missing documents.
time before her death she kept an order- no navy ; and Roumania has only a few
ments at differentoffices of the froe-delivery
ly
and excellent school. But during the gunboats on the Danube. Holland,
v-°Tub Archbishopof Cologne has been regrade. Some of these offices disburse 60 per
last
week all seemed to be disorder and Sweden, Norway and Portugal have uo
The East.
leased after an imprisonmentof six months
Moon excitomeut prevails in Buffalo,N. Y., cent, of their receipts for running expenses, and nine days.... The revolution in the Ar- confusion in the school. The commit- iron-clads. Greece has 2 ; Germany, 3
over the arrest of forty students of a medical and others not more than 25 per cent.... gentine Republic increasesin importance. . tee, Dr. A. Thompson and M. T. Pike, Denmark, 3 ; Spain, 7 ; Austria, 11 \
Attorney-GeneralWilliamshas replied to
Lsq., having heard of the fact, visited Russia, 15; Turkey, 15; France, 28;
college who wore found in the act of dissectA circular has been sent to the shareholdersof
the school on Friday, and found it much
Gov.
Brown,
of
Tennessee, on the subject
and England, 28. Austria, Italy, Greece
ing fonr corpses which bad been missed from
the Direct Cable Company Informingthem
as above described,on which after the
matter of his protest against further arrests
and Portugal have no iron-dads for
a cemetery. The studentswere released on
that the management have decided to abandon
school was dismissed,they kindly talked coast service. Holland, which has no
by United States Marshals under the Enforceparala to Appear when required.
about thirty milos of the cable which is now
with her privately relativelyto the school,
iron-clads for war-service, has 18 ironThirty buildings,comprising nearly the ment act and his requestthat the persons al- lying on a rocky bottom, and effect a splice at
told her how it seemed to them, and adready
arrosted
be turned over to the State
clads for coast-service ; England has 23,
entire business part of the villageof Ovid,
a more suitable point. The circular says that vised her, as she appeared pale and sick,
courts
for trial. He contends that the Presiand France 30. Germany has 2 turretN. Y., have been burned. The loss is
in all about 1,100 miles of the cable have been quietly to go to the agent and resign her
dent is os much bound to enforce the act in
ships; Spain, Norway and Denmark,
150, 000..,. Rev. Henry Ward Beecher is leclaid, and satisfactory tests are obtained daily position j or if she felt strong enough
each
3 ; Turkey, 5 ; Sweden, 9 ; and Rusquestion
an
any
other
law
of
the
United
States,
turing in New England on "Compulsory
by electricians.
to go on with the school, and thought sia, 13. Of screw-ships,England has
and
declines
to
accede
to
Gov.
Brown’s
reEducation " and other subjects. Reports says
A Vienna telegram says that the idea of re- she could improve in tho particulars 132 ; France, 52; Russia, 48 ; Turkey,
quest.
his audiences are slim and lacking in enthey mentioned,she could do so. She
44 ; Spain, 37 ; Holland, 25 ; Italy, 24 ;
The organizationof the Bureau of Internal ferring the Schleswig-Holstein question to
thusiasm..,.Dr. A. C. Murdock, a prominent
said she would determine what was best
the arbitrationof the Queen of England is
Germany and Denmark, each 16 ; Ausan appropriationfor the purpose of building ers
a new Executive Mansion in the western sec-

is

expected.

Miss Cross, a school teacher in Stark,
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citizen of Pittsburgh, was found dead last
week, under circumstances indicating suicide.

The West.
O'Liady, the Chicago pedestrian,has Just
accomplished, in 8t. Louis, one of the most

.

Revenue is working so well that no recommade by Congress for its gaining hold of the diplomatic mind. It is
amendment.... Ex- Senator Cattell, who has stated that the Danish Government is favorabeen appointedSpecial Treasury Agent to ble to such a courve, which, it is thought, ofnegotiatethp new loan, will bo assigned to fers a feasible method of solution.
mendation will be

duty in London.... The resignation of Rich-

The Bismarck-Von Amim case is being
gradually unraveledto the German public
and the world. Von Arnim still remains in

between that time and the hour of school
the next morning. They left for their
homes. She did not return to her
boarding-housethat night, and her
friends became alarmed. The school
house was locked. On looking in at
the window tho key was seen on the
floor. On entering,they discovered on
her desk some little articles of value she
had taken from her person, and the following note, addressed to htr sister:
Dear Mary— All I have to f*av is that the

tria, 14; Portugal

Germany
for
the

and

8; Sweden and Nor-

2. In 1875,
new iron-dadi
war-service, which will rank among
most powerful ships on the seas,

way, 5 each ;

Greece,

will have six

and, in points of thickness of their arextraordinaryundertakings on record- ard W. Bnsteej, United States Judge for Alamor, strength of their emrines, and
namely, a walk of 200 miles in 3<5 hours and bama, has boon receivedand accepted by the
number
and quality of their" guns, will
29 minutee. The last 60 miles was accomPresident.... The internal revenue receipts prison, the reason for his confinement being
far surpass those of Austria, Italy and
plished in 8 hours and 39 minntes.
for the fiscal year promise to exceed those of that ho refuses to give up letters which
r ranee. The number of sailors, enginTub Chicago papers of the 9th inst. (the last year by about two million dollars.
he received, while Ambassadorat Paris,
eers, stokers, etc., employed in the
annivereary af the great fire) contain a review
from Bismarck. It seems that after curse is fulfilled . The daughtera shall die in English wy, is 68,264 ; in the Russian,
Political.
of the building operationsin that city for the
The Massachusetts Republicans, in conven- Von Arnim’s removal from the position sorrow if not in sh&me before they are twen- 30,000; the French, 35,570;theTurkpast year, frou which it appears that 1,339
office ty. Ask Albert Thompson and Thomas Pike 5®°! 21,000 ; Spanish, 14,000 ; German,
tion at Worcester on the 7th inst., nominated of Ambassador to Paris,
brick and stone structureswore erected at an
why. Good-bye
Lauhiana.
12,450; Austrian, 11,350 ; Italian, 11,which
he
lost
on
account
of
a
prothe following State ticket : For Governor,
aggregate eost of $12,091,200.
Search was made for her body. The 200 ; Dutch, 6,206 ; Danish, 4,800 ; NorCatholic
correspondence
.with
Dr.
Dollingcr,
Thos. Talbot ; Licntenant-Gevcrnor, Horatio
school house was situated on the bank wegian, 3,500; Portuguese, 3,300.
Died at Woodstock, III., Oct. 9, Mrs. Ellen
G. Knight ; Secretary of State. Oliver War- he retired to his estate at Nassenheidas de- of the river, where the water was deep
Quiulin, aged 102 years... .The insurance
ner ; Attorney-General,
Chas. R. Train ; Audi- termined to prepare his statementas an and still, and the body was found near
A Remarkable Parallel.
question still agitates, Chicago....The
tor, Chas. Endicott ; Treasurer,Chas. Adams, American would be under similar circum- by. Before the coroner’s jury her sisWestern railroadsare about to abolish the
A
remarkable
parallelism has been
Jr. The platform opposes inflationof the stances.Bismarck, suepectiag that his confi- ter explained the note, by relatingthat
custom of making excursion rates.
.Accordshown
to exist between Melbourne,
national currency; favors the speedy pay- dential correspondence to Von Arnim might they were the children of Amos K. Cross,
Australia, and San Francisco, Calforaia.
ing to reports in the State Auditor’soffice,
ment of the nationaldebt ; the amplest pro- figure unpleasantly for him in the retired of Waterford, Maine, and that in conse- They are nearly in corresponding latithere are 2,040,569 cattle and
1*0, 166 hogs in
tection of the individual in his civil rights and Ambassador’sstatement, ^immediately seized quence of some difficultybetween them,
Illinois.
tudes, San Fraueisco being in thirtyupon the person of the offending subjectin her father separated from his first wife,
privileges, denounces all laws and practices
seven degrees and forty- eight minute*
A obamd jury in Salt Lake has indicted one
that tend to corrupt the public service, and order to secure the tell-tale letters. They and was again married, on which his north, while Melbourne is in thirtyof its own number for lasciviouscohabitafavors such legislationas will elevate, mor- were not yielded then, neither have they been mother, taking sides against him, pro- seven degrees and forty-sevenminutes
tion. The man under indictment has five
since. Birmarck still bolds his victim by virtue nounced with dreadful emphasis this south, thus making one only one mile
ally and intellectually,the industrial classes
wives. One of his daughters is the principal
The
election for members of the Legislature of his superior power only, and as Von Arnim curse upon her son’s children: “His nearer the equator than the other.
witness for the prosecution.
daughters shall die in sorrow if not in Both had their beginnings as towns in
in Georgia, on the 7th inst., resulted in the is doubtlessa strong-willedman, the result of
Gen. Maceenzie,during a recent raid
shame, before they are twenty, and the 1835; both remained insignificant places
success of the Democracy. Scarcely any oppo the contestcannot bo easily determined....
against the Indians in Northern Texas, sursons shall be cut off iu infancy.” She until the discovery of gold in the counsition was made to the Democratic candidates, Full returns of the elections in France for
prised five camps of Cheyennes on Jute
said that for some time Lauriana had tries surrounding them ; both suddenly
have been published, and
who will have a majority of over 200 in the Councils-General
creek, near Red river. The troops destroyed
constantly dwelt upon tho subject of arose to great wealth ; both suffered
foot up as follows : The Republicans elected
next Legislature.
over 100 lodges and their entire outfit, and
the curse, and the more so, recently, as
John W. Carter, an alleged counterfeiter, 672, Monarchists604. Bonapartists 155. The she was nearing the age of twenty, and from a decline of the gold yield, five
captured 1,424 horses and mules, of which
was recently anested at Brooklyn, on the Republicanshave a majority in thirty-eight she had done and said things which had years after mining began ; andbothhave
1,048 were at once killed. The bodies of four
risen to new and abiding prosperity,ns
charge of altering bonds from $1,000 to Councils,the Monarchistsin forty-four, and caused her to think her sister meditated
Indians were brought in. Oue soldier was
the agricultural resources of the tribu110,000,in order to start a bogus insurance in tlireo Departments Councils are equally suicide. And her room-mate testified
killed and one wounded. Gen. Mackemie, at
tary country were developed. Here this
_____
_________were
_ ^ ^ivided. . .The Mark Lane Express (London) that only a week before she had spoken
company. Under a bed
in his bed-room
last accounts,was in hot pursuit of the reremarkable parallelism ceases. The
fnnnU
. __ n __ •
Of Oct. 12
VH t.hn UrttcntrarU
„
found amrAval
several forged bonds, a small printing- of Oct. 12 says the downward course of the of it to her, and alluded to the fact that British colonies in Australia,of which
treating savages. . .Near Colborn, Tippecanoe
price
of
wheat
has
not
yet
ended.
she was over nineteen years of age, and
Melbourne is the metropolis,contain a
county, Ind.. recently, a man named Clawson press, bond-paper, and dies, containing the
if the curse was fulfilled she hod but a population nearly three times as great
names
of
officials
of
prominent
railroad
comIt is evident that the cause of Don Carlos,
was instantly killed by the bursting of a
short time longer to live. The fact that as the Pacific slope, but Melbourne itboiler attached to a steam threshing machine. panies. The names of all the companies the Spanish pretender, is growing desperate.
some of her brothers died in infancy self does not greatly exceed Sat Franwhose
bonds
were
forged
could
not
be
ascerDesertions by the wholesale are occurring
A number of other persons were more or less
tended to strengthen the superstition, cisco in size. A Californiapaper coninjured.
tained, hut it is certain that the Union Pacific, constantly. Gen. Dorrogary,with 800 Carso that insanity and death were the con- trasts tho two cities, claims greater
A disfatch from Milwaukeesays : "A man Central Pacific, and Reading and Philadelphia lists. recently went over to the Republicans. sequence.
natural advantages, such as climate,
named J.L. Robinson, news agent on the Wis- Railroad Companies, and Western Union At Agorta two Carlist battalionssurrendered,
geographicalposition, etc., for San
Telegraph
Company,
are
among
them,...
and
others,
it
is
stated,
are
ready
to
follow.
consin Central railroad, is lost in the woods
The Drama in Japan.
Francisco, but reluctantly admits that
near Stevens Point. He went out hunting Senator Thurman, of Ohio, delivered an ad- Tho Carlist provincialauthorities in Durango
In Japan they say the theaters are in public buildings, parks, etc., Melwith a revolver, Friday,and cannot be found diess before the Maryland Agriculturaland have given public notice that those wishing very much patronized ; the play combourn * is to be envied, even by the most
Partiesare in pursuitof him, and have found Mechanical Association last week. About to lay down their arms may do so.... The mences at G in the morning and ter- loyal Californians.
notes from him offering a large reward to 5,000 persons were present. Hon. Schuyler trial of Knllman, for the attempted assassina- minates at 8 or 9 in tho evening ; often
anybody who will discover him and take him Colfax is making political speeches to his fel- tion of Prince Bismarck, is set down for the the same piece occupies two aud three
An Oregon Woman.— There is a
days in the representation. Gentlemen smart young widow in Lane county,
out of the woods. The people have heard his low-citizens in Indiana. Ex-Gov. Horatio 29th inst.
Seymour is visiting friends in Milwaukee.
are uot particular about the question Oregon, who last winter plowed between
revolver,but can’t find him.’’
of full dress, but tho ladies are ; the seventy and eighty acres of ground for
The Conservative party in South Carolina
The South.
THE INDIANS.
latter, to cover their swarthy looks, her father, and harrowed the most of it
have decided to support the IndependentReAnother stage robbery is reported from
Gallant Fight of SU .Soldiers with 18» have the face and shoulders white’ in. She then turned out her team and
publican candidates for office.
Texas. The brigands claimed to be the same
Kiowa s and Coiuanches.
washed with almond milk ; a black went and got a certificateas a teacher,
In a speech at Paterson. N. J., tho other
party that robbed the Hot Springs stages and
In the report of his recent operations lead pencil marks the eve-brows, and took up a school and taught until hayday, Secretary Robeson said that President
the Gad’s Hill train... .Hon. Bland Ballard,
against the Indians, Gen. Miles gives the lips are coated thinly with gold, ing and harvest commenced, when she
Grant had no idea of a third term, and only
Judge of the United Htates District Court for
dropped the “ birch ” aud again took
the following thrilling acconnt of a which, after a while, takes a red hue
avoided giving official expression to his opinthe district of Kentucky, delivereda remarkfight between six soldiers and 125 sav- the head-dress is a veritable piece of up tho reius aud cut her father's and
ion on tho matter lest he should teem to ages:
able charge to the grand jury at the opening
engineering ; it is a scaffolding that has uncle's grain, aud is now cutting for the
attach to it too much importance....A Now
to be commenced the evening previous- neighbors.
of the court in Louisville, last week, instructI deem it but a duty to brave men and faithOrleans t-legram states that tho supporters
ful soldiers to bring to the not.ee of tho high- ly ; but the beauty reclines dressed till
ing them that the United States Court his no
of Gov. McEuery accept tho propositionmade est mihtary authorityan instance of indomithe theater opens, and once there, she
jurisdiction in Kentuckyto punish Ku-Klux
The Markets.
by Gov. Kellogg in his address, viz.: To test table courage, skill, and trno heroism on the
forgets all fatigue. The robe appears
outrages tnder the Enforcementact.
NEW YORK.
part of a detachmentfrom this command,
the question of tho Louisiana State governto bo swathed in ribbon-sashes,form- Beeves .......................8 (i,
with the request that tho actors be rewarded
Sixtexe Petersburg (Ya.) elecUon judges
ment by a canvass of the actual returns,and and their faithfulnessand bravery recognized’ ing an immense knot at the back. Tho Hoqh— EroHaed...............
have been indicted for violatingthe Euforceall parties to abide by the result. Those reuiKub of
ui iue
tutn inst.
On the night
the 10th
inst.' a party conscene-changingon the stage is simply C«tton- ..................IS?®
mem, act.... A dispatch from Brownsville,
turns are in tho custody of tho McEnery sisting of Sergt. Woodhall, Company I; Pri- on the plan of the turn-table for loco- Hour— Superfine Western ..... 4 357c) 4
Wheat— No. 2 Glfioago ...... . 1 Q7 (5) i
Texas, says: "The organisation of bandits
vates Peter Rath, Company A; John ’llarparty, and can be produced and authenticated
motives. At a given signal the table
No. 1 Spring ........ rd>
vieorge
>v. Smith,
Month
to invade Texts has been partially suspended
"nf.t0I,’ Cw°.mL)a.nyH.. «‘uu
and
George
W.
at any time.
Company M. 6th cavalry ; Scouts Amos Chat>- whirls for the space of a half-circle, Cohn .......................... 9*4®
on account of high water on this side and the
Cats .........................
G4 @
Ben Butler has been renominated for Con- mau and William Dixon, were sent as hearers taking away actors in the midst of their
almost impassable condition of the country.
of dispatchesfrom the camp of this com- dialogue,and bringing others on the JJYE
...................... 97 to 1
gress in the Essex (Mass.) District.
Information received from undoubtedsources
Sin
croek* Toxa8- ‘0 Camp scene in Ihe act of continuing the con- Lard— Steam ..................
i3|^i
The convention of Southern Republicans Supply, I. T. At 6 a. m. on the i2th, when
states that the plan of operations is to strike
approaching
tho
Washita
river, they were versation, or representing something
CHICAGO.
the detachment of troops stationedto prevent assembled at Cuatanooga, Tenn., on the 13th
met and surrounded by a band of 125 Indians, new. Every actor has his “shadow,” Beeves— Choice Graded Steers. 6 60 (2» 7
the crossingof stolen cattle, and then murder of October. About 200 delegates were pres- Ktowas and Comauches,who had recently left —an individualdressed in black, who
Choice Natives ....... 5 75 (g> 6
and rob generally. Gen. Cortina heads the ent, one quarter of whom wore colored. their agency, and at the firnt attack alfwere never quits him, handing everything he
Good to Prime Steers. 5 00 to 6
Cows and Heifers ..... 2 50 to 3
movement. The people on this side are or- Lewis E. Parsons, of Alabama, was elected struck, Private Smith mortallyand three oth- may stand in need of. And when the
ers severlywounded. Although inclosed on
Medium to Fair ....... 4 00 to 4
ganising to defend themselves.The military President of the Convention .... Hon. George all sides, and by overwhelmingnumbers, one shades of evening fall, he holds a canInferior to Common. . 2 25 to 3
dle on tho end of a stick under the Hoas-Live. ..............6 jjj r® 6
are in possessionof the facts, and are on the F. Hoar has been renominated for Congress of them succeeded, while they were under a
actor’s nose to allow the spectatorsto Flocb— Fancy White Winter.... 7 00 to 7
alert. Mounted men are held ready to move in Massachusetts.
nth am wVi V. 8.h0VftnK°’ while the
others with their nfios were keeping the In- judge of the actor’s gestures and exat short notice."
Rod Winter ...........fi f() to 6
Conorai.
dians at bay in digging with his knife and pression of passions.
Wheat— No. 1 Spring .......... 96 to
Washington.
Hon. 8. A. Irvin, Collector of Internal hands a slight coyer. After this had been
No. 2 Spring .......... 90 to
ihe Washington correspondent of the Chi- Revenue for tho Chicago District, died of socuied they placed thcm-elves within it, tho
No. 3 Spring .......... 85 to
wounded walking with brave and painful efThe Pacific Roads.
Corn-No.
..................
cigo Time, is authority for the statement that paralyris last week, aged 47 years... .Louis,
forts and 1 mate Smith, though ho had reOats— No. .................... 4h»
^
Late
agreements
entered
into
bethe postal telegraph project advocated bv son of Fred Douglass, has been aj)- ceived a mortal wound, sitting upright within
Rye—
No. .................... h4Jto
tween the Uuion Pacific and Kansas
Postmaster-GeneralCreswell will not ho rec- pointed by Postmaster-GeneralJewell, a
Baiiley— No. 2 .................
1
1
Pacilic railwaj* are of deep interest to
UnTTKR— Choice Yellow ........ 2^ to i
ommended by Mr. Jewell in his next report, special agent at largo for the PostofficeDeall bjanches of business in the country. Eons— Fresh ................ 19
j
nor by the Presidentin Us message to Con- partment.
All the former rivalriesand jealousies Pori— Moss ..................
21 00 to 21 f
gress.... A dispatch from San Francisco anThe House of Bishops of tho Protestant s-ant fire, and at such short range that they existing between the roads have been LAiiI) ....................... 14fto 1
nounces the euicideof James T. Eokfeldt Episcopal Church has ratified the formation sometimes used their pistols, retaining the
«T LOUIS
as charge to prevent capture and torture this done away with, and henceforththey Whfat— No. 2 Red Fall ........ 1 13 to 1
Appraiser of the Mint, and superintendentof of a new diocese in Ohio and a new diocese in
ittlo party of five defended their lives’ and will run in harmony, avoiding former Corn-No.
................... 821
y
the construction of the machineryfor the
Michigan....The story of the cession of Porto J
of lh,*ir dying comrade, without delays in transportation,and adopting Oats-No. 2 .................... 61 to £
mint in that city. Temperaryinsanity is as- Rico by Spain to Germany has received its food, and their only drink the rain-waterthat
a more reasonable system of freightage Rye— No. 2 ............
collectedin a pool mingled with their own
signed as the cause of this act.
Pork— Mohs.. ................ 22 00 to
quietus as a falsehood from Admiral Polo, who blood. There is no doubt but that they killed The transmission of California fruits
Tub receipts and expenditures of the Post- pronouncesit "an absurd and contemptible more than double their number, besidesthose especially, will be affected for good. Dabd .......................... 13 to i
J}008 ..........................
5 50 to 6 5
office Department for the fiscalvoar endine
Ihe Central Pacific officers have also UATTL* ........................
calumny.”...,The President of tho United
3 60 to 4 0
June 30, 1874. were $26,471,071 .82, and the exunited in tho general hwmouy, thus
MILWAUKEE.
States, in company with ex-8ecretary Borio,
9
penditures$32, 26,414 58.
placing these great thoroughfares upon Wheat-No. ................93
Gen. Harney and others, arrived at Vinita,
No.
................92 to 9
A letter addiessed to the Presidentby & Cherokee Nation, on tho 11th inst. Hun- duty, were such that for thirty-six hours fmm a more perfect and sensible footing
prominent Conservative politicianin M.ssis- dreds of Cherokee Indians turned out to see their first attack, their condition coaid not lie than has existed since their construc- Oats— No. ................... 44
4
tion.
“PPl. argues that the only true way to restore
Rte.... ... ................ 87
8
1,01
of tho 3th could
the - Great Father.” Col. E. C. Boudiuot tb«v*rA/>Wld
they receive medical attendance or food exBarley No. 2 ..................1 09 to 1 1
peace and prosperityto the South is for Condelivered the welcoming address. Three posed during this time to an inoo sant cold
“Time is Money.”- Many people
CINCINNATI.
gress to pass an act to pay for the quarterhearty cheers wore given to the President,
take no care of money ; spendthriftswe Wheat- White ................1 10 @ 1 ll
masters’ and commissary stores taken bv the
Privat0 Harringtonand have always with us— prodigal sops who X°BN .......................... 78 to 81
who respondedas follows: "It affords me
Union army in the South during
and
,,!eriou*,y wounded
are generally bitterly punished for their SAT8 ........ .................. 53 to 51
great pleasureto visit y ur beautiful country fevato
l nvate Smith died of his wounds on the
........ .............91
to refund the cotton tax. The letter has
prodigality,since “poetical justice”, gTE---a country which I have never seen before, morning of the 13th. PrivateRath and Scout
Pork — Moss .....................
@ 9i
been referred to ihe Attorney General... though I havu been far on all sides of it. It Dixon were struck but not disabled
still rules the earth. And what with
Ued ......... .................
is to ii
The simple recital of their deeds, and tho the spendthriftsof time ? Their best
It
rumored that the agency /or is rich in soil m.d of surpassingbeauty. WithTOLEDO.
mention
of
the
odds
against
which
- th«v
the negotiationof the now funding
days they throw away— let them run Whiat-No. 1 Red ............1 10 to 1 11
fought ; how tile wounded defended tho dyi; /
Amber Michigaa .... 1 07 * 1 Of
limo of lh«
bonds has been ordered by the Presi- which I think Bbnnld“ bethi’
xloptwl with teg.rd and ihe dying aided the wounded by expfi like sand through the fingers as long as £orn .......................... 81
87
dent to be given to ex-Seuator. Cattell.... to Uu. Territory,
to fresh wounds after the power of act inn they think they still have an almost Oats ................. 52
tl, tb,t j ,m
C3
Forney's Sunday Chronicle states that Gen.
goue—tbotie «loUe cre.™!7«ene oV o„l countless number of them to spend
‘DETROIT.
with each evidenoM ot Niv.ocemfnt .m,,,,,- enrage, heroism and self-sacrifice which
but, unluckily,they have by that time Wheat — Extra ....... j. ........ 1 17 to 1 18
Butler Intends introducing a bill at the next you. and hope you wili b6 oncourwRodin culduty, as well as inclination, prompts us to
Amber ....... .....
1 0i to 1 07
no notion how to do it.
session of Congress making Washington the
Corn .......................... 87 to 88
tivftting the soil of «o rich .ml nugniicont. recognize,but which we cannot fitly honor.
permanentheadquartersof the army.
Oats ........
...... ..... 48 to 51
country.
The Providence /Vew seems offended
v CLEVELAND.
Jtw stated that a strong. effort, in which
A bot las jn»t died from a do.e of ink
The firsf show of the season fell at Lindbecause Budd Doblesaid that Goldsmith Wheat-No. 1 Red ............1 09 to l 10
the President will ce-operate, wdl bo made at
out West. An ink-west determined the
No. 2Red.... ......... 1 04 @ 1 05
say, Ont.„ on tho 18ih inst., and an early
Maid could trot across Rhode Island in
fact.
Corn ........... ............ ... 83 to 84
two minutes.
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The balance in treasuryat close of the vear
was $854,713.44.

MICHIGAN*

AH

Paris has 6S.OOO dogs, which last year
The State iudeblelness.in excess of preswere
taxed $127,000.
State-Taxation,etc.
ent means of payment, is only $1,115,078H5.
On
Jan.
1.
1807,
then*
was
outstanding
of
mi[From the Republic Magazine.]
Iowa put up 1,200 school-houses
niatured bonds $3,790,500. At tho close of
THE riSOINO 0 BOUNDS AND ANNUAL PHODUCT
within
the past year.
the last llfcal year, Sept. 30, 1873, there was
OF FISH.
outstanding of these bonds $1,020,000 showSouth Australiaproduced 7,250,000
With nearly 2,000 miles of lake and river ing a reduuiiou in the amount thereof of $2,gallons of wine last year.
coant, nearly every portion of which, at the

Dcvelopmenta and Resources of the

104,500.

fishing Hensons, is teeming with fish, the ntople of Michigan. may always have an abundant
supply o[ food fishes of the choicest kinds,
whiie’this industry may be made one of useful employment to a very large number of the
citizens of the State. The State fisheries
hare not yet been pursued much beyond pro-

curing supplies for home cousumption,but
they may be renderedexceedingly profitable,
and will ere long bo classed among the more
important industries and become one of the
most profitable branches of commerce in the
State.

The fishing stations,operation and product
for the fisoal year ending June 81), 1874, are

A very massive and commodious building
Forty-seventhousand Germans have
now in course of erec- gone back to Paris to live.
tiq^, on which $129,143.76 have been expended since tho foundation stone was laid
Brooklyn has twenty beer breweries,
last year.
making 00,000 kegs a week.
for the State Capitolis

LANDS BOLD AND UNSOLD.

Nine

States ; value, 8060,000.000.

30.128.610.

Old Prod, hit it eight-eight
of every hundred last month.

There have been patented to the State—

times out

Swamp

lands— acres ............
6,838,616.69
Internal improvement lands ...........498,688.64
For the Rt. Miry's ship catal ...........760,000.00

For Portage Lake and Lake Superior

A Nebraska paper tells of a flock of
pigeons numbering 4,328,704. Close
figures.

:

BAILUUADS or TUB STATE.
In these days of enlarged commercial de-

velopment and rapid trailed, a State, with all
the other advantages, is nothing without railroads. Of this Michigan Heums to have been
early aware, and has made ample provisions
to meet (ho nocBssities of its growing communities.The efiiciout State Commissioner
of It Allroadsinforms us, July 31,1874, that
'•the table now in preparation in this office
for the forthcomingreport shown 3.254.38
miles of main lino and branches of railroads
in Michigan, excluding sidings, which amount
to 431. 4o miles of track more, besides 55 75
miles of double or second track on the Michigan Central, aggregating, all told, 3,741.59
miles of track in the State."
In his previous report (1872) the Commiefdouer says tho total amount of gross earnings
returned for the year were 131,998,253.61 ; of
which 49.908,47l 11, or 28 05 per cent., was
derived from pu mongers,and $21.687,35443.
or 07 per cent, from freight; the remaining 5
per cent, arises from mail and express service and from miscellaneous sources. Average ean in *s to etch mile of road, $8,253 25.
Railroadtariff rates in the State have been
largely reduced. 1'he la-t annual report
of the Lake Slnre and Michigan Southern
Kail way Company to its stockholderscontains
those words: ‘’It is a fact worthy of note
that rates of late years tend downward so
steadily and so rapidly that the avetage rate
per ton per mile in 1872 is but little more than
half the rate of 1868." So, also, the annual
report of the Michigan CentralCompany says :
“ It will bo noticed how gradually,but certainly, rates have been sinking from 3.00 per
ton per mile in 1805 to 1.56 in 1872, with slight
increase(l -100th of a cent) in ls73."
Somo of the roads are paying well and returning handsome dividends,while others are
not paying expenses:but the people of Michigan are aware that the importance of railroads
must not be measured by dividends,but by
their instrumentality
in opening up the interior
of the State, developing its latent resources,

and extendingits commerce.Two

railroads

pay large direct dividends,but all return im-

mense indirect profits.
The management of the Michigan railways
is good, as wo gather from the annual reports
to the State Superintendent of Kailroade.who
is himself admirably

'horses in tho United

The total number of acres of public lands
surveyed in the State of Michigan is stated at

snip canal ........................... 400.000.00
Luc La Belle canal ....................
100,000.00
No, of fliherlM...'. ........................248
Railroad purposes .................... 2,805,608.13
Persona employed .........................
'J<»1
Wagon road from Fort Wilkins, Coi>Capital invested ...........................
$378,41W
Iht Harbor, Mich , to Fort Howard,
Cost of materials ami labor.. .............$308,428
Green Buy, Wls .....................
162,99224
Barrels of ftah ............................. r)H,8.‘t4
Primarysdiool fund ...................1,067,396.00
Value of the product ......................
$369,628
University.............................
46,080,00
In this report no note is made of the thouAgricultural College................... 940 000.00
sa ids of fine trout taken from a hundred Salt spring lauds ......................
46,800.00
streams, constitutingan important additou to State building lauds ...................
13 200.00
the suppliesfor the table in a vast number of
Aggregate of Congressional
grants to
families throughout the State.
State— acres .........................
11,968,611 62

officiallyreported as follows

million

adapted to

his poaition,

and largely instrumentalin Introducingefficient
and important improvements in iho police
regulationof the State railways for greater
safety to tho lives of passengers.
EDUCATIONAL VACILITIKS AND AOHIF.f KM PINTS.
The Superintendent of Public Instruction
presents a full and complete report, in a volume of 400 pages, of the condition of the educational institutions of the 8:ato for 1873
Tho Universityof Michigan, with its forty
professorsand 1,170 students,is au honor to
the State and a credit to the Union. The Regents in their last annual report call special
attention to that portion of the President's
annual report relating to the admission of
women to the university, and heartily indorse
the statements there made. They say: “The
successfuleduealiou of the two sexes in the
eamo schoolscau no longer be considered as

Given for amount of lands In excess of
Krauts to State ............ ........... 24,16<),0->8.38
Of which amount there remainsundlspoied of about .......................
1,600,000.00

Lerving for amount disposedof by
general government otherwisethan
by grants to the State, aud wh’ch
have gone Into the hands of private

fac33,

-

450.000.

A dealer in figures says that the
reaping machines of the country net u
leg u day.
An Atlanta, Ga., policeman has been
discharged for eating a box of sardines
while on his beat.
The “ordinary stock ” of tho railway
companies of tho United Kingdom
amounts to nearly £250,000,000 sterling.

owners ...............................
a3,10010'28.38
Of the lauds granted to the Htitn hy the
service.
general government the State yet
hold* title to but ......... 2,741, TO.*!. 64
Metropolitan railway,
Giving for amount disposedof by tlie
since
its
opening
in 1863, has carried
State and which has passed into the
posee^alou of corp iratious and indi305.000.000persons without killing or
viduals ............................. 9,226,905.98

The Loudon

injuring a single one of them.

Leaving for number acres
in

the

aud

ment
posed

of land yet
tho general governof the State undis.............................3,741.705.64

bauds of
of

The attractions for immigration are peculi-

every prospect of success and ultimate independence.
TAXES— APPOBTIOSMKNT OF TAXATION TO TOE
SEVERAL COUNTIES.

The following is a statement of tho aggregate of the State taxes of Michigan, as' apportionedto the several counties by the
Auditor-General.
The first column of figures
shows the aggregateof real aud personal
estate as equalized by the State Board of
Equalization for 1874, and the second column
the aggregate of apportionmentto counties:
................$ 2,100, 1*00 $
Allegan ............. .. 13,120,090
Afiiena ..............
910,000
Antrim .............
810,000
9,450,000
Harry ...............
Hay .................
... 7,350,000
Benzie ..............
440,000
Berrien ...........
... 16,430,000
Branch ..............
... 16,220,000
Calhoun ................ 21,000,000
... 16,430, 9(H)
Casa .................
Charlevoix ...........
100,090
430,000
Cheboygan ........
Chippewa ...........
450,000
Clare ................
890 000
Clinton ........... ... 9,450,000
Crawford (attached to
Kalkaska) .........
Delta ................
Eaton .................. 11,230,000
Emmet ............
Genesee ................ 17,850,000
Gladwin (attached to
.

.

.

..

3,011 45
35,530 91
1,304 96
1,161 55
13,551 52
0,540 07
630 97
23,600 !N
21,825 83
30.114 49
23,560 99
229 44
645 38
045 32
1.276 27
13,736 38

The San Francisco Bulletin,in a late
; Small dealers are complaining that enough of five cent pieces
cannot be obtained for tho transaction
of business. So great is the demand

1

issue, says

premiums varying
from 21 to 5 per cent, in gold are paid
for them.

for those coins that

The annual supply of copper from

645 32
17,218 68
143 41
35,135 01

the whole of the civilized world is estimated at between 127,000 and 130^000
tons. The annual tin supply is stated
at from 25,000 to 28,000 tons. These
estimates are made by a leading English house engaged in tho tin and copper trades.

Midland)

Grand Traverse
Gratiot

Total

Camel’s hair brushes have been

the

shower,
The tranquil sun

A/tflr thfl

Silver slant when
Iho day L done
After the snow,

The emeraldleave*,
After the harvest,
Golden sheaves.
After the clouds,
The violetsky ;
Quiet woods when
The wind goes by
After the tempest.

The

1,9.50 28
3,757 14
29.116 63
6,791 23
4,775 31
21,177 15
20,984 66
4,517 17
2,136 69
37.643 11
36,137 38
444 54
47,767 15
2,251 41
745 69
13 694 69
745 69
41,453 67
22,422 34
645 32
24,406 91
3,527 70
143 41
5,721 76
1,505 72
3,613 74
3,635 98
4,517 17
645 32
27 991 10
7,098 41

The wedding Ml*
Joyful greetings
From aad farewells

Mile. Rachel,
28,764 40
3,011 45
38,430 78
4,517 17

The

the

late great

French

The downy

supper one night, in a reunion of

at

artists and authors at Alexandre

Dumas’

father’s (whose prodigalities and superb
32,784 86
645 92

24.191 96
6,047 76
745 69
39,264 19
22,695 20
06,779 45
5,793 02
24,088 87
45,674 48
138,292 89
774 37

...............$630,000,000 $1,075,11030

Hazing.

disdain for money afforded a striking
contrast with the celebrated Jewess’
covetousness),the company indulged in
plaving cards, and Rachel, taking out
of her pocketbook some money for the
game, let a silver piece of 50 centimes
(10 cents) fall on the floor. Much
troubled by the incident, she immediately called for Dumas’ servant to bring
a candle and fetch the important trifle.
“Let me do it,” maliciously exclaimed
Dumas, sending back his servant. “I’ll
find it for you, my love.” And, taking
out of his pocket a bank note of 100
francs (820), he lighted it at the luster,

been

A hotel out West says, generously,
of a competing establishment, that it
stands without arrival.
hope for tho young man who
No matter to what
positionlie umpires, he will suck seed.

There

is

chews caraway.

A Milwaukee man stated that he
needed some active, regular exercise.
friend Htggested that he
mix his own cocktails.
really

A

An honest old farmer, on being informed, the otner day, that one of his
neighbors owed him a grudge, growled
out, “No matter ; he never pays anything.”
It is announced that “ the faculty of
Bowdoin have sent a circular letter to

the parents of the suspended students.”
They sent a circular letter because it
was tho most likely to go round.

A new game, called “ Granger sevenup,” is announced. Three persons
play for a can of oysters. The first man
out gets the oysters, the last man out
gets the can, and the “middleman”
don’t get anything.

An interestinfflittle boy, timid when
left alone in a dark room, was overheard recentlyby his mother to say in
Iris loneliness, “O Lord, don’t let any
one hurt mo, and I’ll go to church next
Sunday and give you some money.”

A little boy who was nearly starved
a stingy unde (his guardian), with
name of John Smith falls upun the ear.
whom he lived, meeting a lank greyFor one, we promise. Not a curl 1"
hound one day in the street, was asked
Then at Bethlehem,Pa , we observe by bis guardian what made the dog so
additional phenomena. Mrs. Carol and
thin. After reflecting the little fellow
Mrs. Ford are twin sisters. They were
replied, “I suppose he lives with his
married on the same day. Their first
uncle.”
childrenwere born in the same month ;
Said that Detroit Justice: “It is my
their second in the same week ; their
solemn
duty to warn yon, Jane Welch,
third at th^ same hour— or rather, we
should say their third and fourth each, that you are on the high road to degrafor ou this interestingoccasion there tion. This court is going to send yon
were twin Carols and twin Fords. All to the House of Correction for sixty
these darlings are alive and well. We days, but only with a feeling of kindhave spent more than an hour in rub- ness. Yon will have time to reflect :
bing our head, and in thus trying to your nose will lose its rosy hue ; you’ll
daduce some heretofore undiscovered have a chance to comb your hair and
law of nature from these facts. It has make yourself a bustle, and I haven't a
been a failure. Ne’er a law \—Ncw doubt that, before you come out, yon
by

will have such high aims that a policeman can’t get within ten rods of vou.”

Widow Jones’ husband died far away
from home, and it took so long to reach
her that the relict had quite recovered
from her grief, and was giving a large
lunch party, when the body finally ar4. Talking when others are reading. rived. A wagon drove up to the aoor,
5. Spitting about the house, smoking and a large box was handed out.
Curiosity ran high among the ladies at
or chewing.
the window, and with one accord they
6. Cutting finger-nails in oompony.
7. Leaving church before worship is exclaimed, “Why, Mrs. Jones, what
can that be?” Up went Mrs. Jones’
closed.
8. Whispering or laughing in the eye-glasses, and after a glance she
coolly said, “ Well, it must bo old Jones
house of God.
come home. Charley, run down and
9. Gazing rudely at strangers.
10. Leaving a stranger without a open the door for your father.”
THX FATTIP CALF.

A want

of respect

and

reverence

Raid Jack to Tom, one autnmer day,
“ You’re getting In a baddlab way,
Your breath la abort,your breoat Is flat
You used to weigh a doseu atone,
Aud now you’re only skin and bone—
Why, you're ae lean as I am fat.

for seniors.
12. Correctingolder

near.

story.
15. Laughing at the mistakes of others.

company.
Commencing talking before oth-

10. Joking others in
17.

ing in

company^

_

_

^

__

_

_

1

Isdom of the Egyptians,

__

one is say-

An Industrious People.
Every Swiss city and large town has

industry. Some excel in one
branch of manufactures and some in

its special

another ; but, taken in their entirety,

practically sup-

i

....

______

_

____

__

_

»

“ That laat remark of your*, dear Jack,
Though meant lu klndneM, bolds me back."
I don't see why, though," Tom replied.
“ The fatted calf— to take Its life—
Think of your cbl.dren and your wife,
And you committingsuicide "

ers have finished speaking.
18. Answering questions that have
been put to others.
19. Commencingtojeat as soon as you
get to the table ; and
20. Not listening to what

;

“ Come out with me, my farm 1*
I know you'll like our country cheer ;
My fruit Is ripe, my eggs are new ;
I've claret, too, your favoritebrand ;
Come out, now, come; say ' Yes,' off-band;
I’ll kill tbe fatted calf for you."

ogists, astronomers, chemists,
, architects and physiciansmast
) Egypt to learn the origin of
-a knowledge of the calendar
r motion — of the art of cutting
with a copper chisel, and of
lasticity to a copper sword— of
glass of the vanegated hues of
bow — of moving single blocks of
1 syenite nine hundred tons in
for any distance by land or wa-

building arches round and
with Masonic precisionunsnrat the present day, and antecetwo thousand years to the
[aximd of Rome— of sculpturing
. -.i ------ j years be-

,

—

—

jormuB tuo ttuvnu iu aistory
painting in imperishable colof practicalknowledge in maud it is no less clear that every
i can behold ou Egyptian monua progress of his art four thours ago, whether it be a wheeluilding his chariot, a shoerawing his twine, a leathering that selfsame form of knife
considered the best form now,
aver throwing the same hand-

•'

_

stretch across

tho maternal knee.

Duchess of Edinburgh would make

'

____

;

Humor.

Home Stretch— The

picked up under the table the half- they aggregatea very respectable propressed at Harvard College during the franc piece, and most graciously ten- duction for so small a nation. While
last two years by the voluntary action dered it to Rachel, who carefully put it the Swiss raise more than enough meat,
of the present senior and junior classes. in her portmonnaieas she would have butter and cheese for their own conIn order to continue this wholesome done with a relic coming from her an- sumption,tney are obliged to import
abstinence from a foolish and some- cestor Moees.
about 1,500,000 barrels of flour per antimes cruel practice, the dean of the
num from Franee and Germany. Nor
STATE BKTENUK8 AND EXPENDITURES.
Love in Nevada.— Some person at do they grow nearly enough wool to
The gross receipts to the treasury during faculty has sent a circular letter to the
Franktown, Washoe Valley, has sent clothe themselres ; but, from the prothe year weie $2,192,431.52, which, added to parents of the present sophomoresand
balance ($977,22403) ou hand at the com- freshmen, requesting them to use their us a poetical effusion, of which we give ceeds of their sales of silk and cotton
mencement of the year, gives for total gross influenceto prevent its renewal. The below twelve lines, just to show to what fabrics, of embroidery, watches, jewelamount charged to the Bt'ate Treasurer dur- letter urges that it be abandoned en- a conditionlove may reduce a man
ry, chemicals and wood carvings, they
ing the year $3,169,65555. From these retirely and forever by the voluntary ac- when green corn is in season :
are abundantly enabled to supply all
ceipts deduct on account of transactionswith
Thar U a gurl in Washoe Valle*,
their Wants in the shape of imported
swamp laud warrants $246,803.69,and there tion of the students. If the desired end
Her giving name is Sallee,
« mains as net cash r<*ceipte ou account of cau be reached in this way, the result
goods and food. The Swiss are certaini wood I w»s t^e thii gutubob
revenue proper $1.516 459 03
lucide of corn, what tnej call kob,
will certainly best strengthen Harvard’s
ly the most industrious people in the
$Tlie grosi oxoen litnres during the year
*nd I could come sieamlu’ hot
hold upon the respect of the friends of
world, as well as the mast frugal. EvRite out of the old iron pot,
amount to $2,314,91211; deduct on account
liberaleducation everywhere.
So
her
rubby
lips nnte correllme
erybody works— men, women and chil
of transactions with swamp land warrants
And her ivory teeth mite shell me,
dren. There is no leisure, idle, or
$246,86369, aud there remains &i net cash
During which her prltty nose could smell me,
expenditures $2,068,098.42. Of these icash
loafer class, aud few drones, in this
While
her
tune,
to
fair
and
yuug,
America owes Europe three hundred
expendituresthere were from receipts in rust
Was around about me clung,
busy hive.— Joseph Mcdill’s Letter to
millions
of
dollars
for
defaulted
interest
$381,121.84,leaving the cash disbursements
And sue was a-cilliugof me sweet.
Chicago 'Tribune.
on' American securities.
— nr^fnifl (.Vrs.)EnUrprite.
from rovoiiuepropor$1,686,956.45.
“ Hazing ” has

nest

Over the shadowy
River— rest.

persons than
on an artistictour, yourself, especially parents.
had a well-deservedreputation for
18. Receiving a present without an exshocking avarice; in fact, she would pressionof gratitude.
have cut a cent into four pieces. As she
14. Making yourself hero of your own
was

meed

After the flight,

visited this country

1,876 57
1,276 27

bllNSfui

After tbe furrow,
The waking seed;

tho fortune of a necessitousfamily.”

seat.
11.

tragic actress, who, nineteen years ago,

;

After tbe burden,

total area of the 37 United York Tribune.
without the Territories,is 1,950,170 square miles ; the area of coal*
Twenty Impolite Things.
producing sections is 191,000 square
1. Loud and boisterous laughing.
miles, which is about one square mile
2. Reading when others are talking.
in ten. The area of the ten Territories
3. Reading aloud in company without
is 995,032 square miles, making an agbeing asked.

Rachel’s Avarice.

;

After the bad,
The radiant rose ;
After our weeping,
Sweet repose.

The

There are some merchants who think
they can “ dispense with advertising,”
because they are so well known. Let
such ask why it is that A. T. Stewart &
Co. spend half a million every year for
advertising. That firm is tolerably well
known. We never heard it accused,
either, of making bad investments.

waves;

After the knell,

States,

gregate of 2,915,203square miles.

lull of

After the tattle,
I’eactful graves,

weighed

EfmUtmfion. A] forlinnment.

Countm.
Alcoiua

There are 10,500 miles of railway in
Russia, of which 3,488 miles are owned
by the state. There are beside 1,153
miles in progress of construction and
1,153 projected.

A correspondent of the Paris American Register writes : “I have so often
heard French persons criticise the unwillingness of English and American
ladies to name certain articles of the
the feminine toilet that I was quite
delighted a few days ago, in persuing
some old chronicles,to find out that it
whs possiblefor the French to be quite
as prudish ns we. Until the reign of
the Empress Josephine a handkerchief
was thought iu France so shocking an
object that a lady would never have
dared to use it before any one. The
word even was carefully avoided in refined conversation. An actor who would
have used a handkerchief on the stage,
even in the most tearful moments of the
play, would have been unmercifully
hissed ; and it was only in the beginning
of tho present century that a celebrated actress, Mile. Duchesnois, dared to
appear with a handkerchief iu her hand.
Having to speak of this handkerchief in
the course of the piece she never could
summon enough courage to call it by its
true name, but referred to it as a light
tissue. A few vears latter a translation
of one of Hhakspeare’s plays by Alfred
de Vigny having been acted, the word
handkerchief was used for tho first time
on the stage amid cries of indignation
from a great part of the house. I doubt
if even to-day tho French elegantes
would carry handkerchiefs if the wife
of Napoleon I. had not given the signal
to adopt them. The Empress Josephine, although really lovely, had very
ugly teeth. To conceal them she was
in the habit of carry small handkerchiefs adorned with costly laces, which
she continuallyraised gracefullyto her
lips. Of course all the ladies of the
court followed her example, and handkerchiefs have rap dly become an important and costly part of the feminine
toilet ; so much so that tho price of a
single handkerchiefof the trousseau of

found to be capital substitutesfor hosJohn Smith in Luck.
pital sponges. Now, let science disA
long
article of great social interest
cover some equally satisfactory way of
doing away with newspaper sponges, might be written upon wholesale addi*
tious to the family ; but we promise to
aud its triumphs will be complete.
be short. First— it was at Terre Haute.
The city of Rome is said to be honeyThe father, John Smith. Number of
combed with about 900 miles of subterlittle Smiths, all in one day, born to
ranean passage ways cut through the John, four. Never was a family less
solid rock, aud that these contain the
needing increasethan the Smith family,
bodies of from 6,000,000 to 7,000,000
but this is tho way that the odd old
of human beings entombed there since
dame, Nature, freaks it. All boys, and
the city was built.
each
pounds. Thirty
Dos Carlos has black hair, brown pounds of little strangers ! Tho cireyes, slightly aquilinenose, and black cumstance was beautifully noticed tho
beard, covering the whole face. He is next morning in the Terre Haute Gavery handsome. He has an active, zette under the sensational heading of
powerful frame, and stands six feet “ Four Bouncing Baby Boys 1” “ Herethree in his boots. He is every inch after,” says tho Gazette, “let us cease
to curl the contemptuouslip when the
the old-fashionedhero-king.

arly strong. Tho abundance of superior soil
yet under timber ou the middle and upper
sections of the lower peninsula and on the
southwest sectionof the upper peninsula affords unusual facilitiesfor settlement, with

........ 1,360,000
................. 2,620.000
Hillsdale ............... 20,160,000
Houghton .............. 2,100,000
Huron .................. 3,330,000
Ingham ................ 13,560,000
Ionia .................. 14,170,000
Iosco ................... 3 150,000
Isabella ................. 1,490,000
an experiment."They add: “The relation Jack-on............... 20,250,000
between tho universityand the high schools Kalama*.oo............. 25,200.0<HJ
of the State, now fairly established, completes
310,000
Kulkaika ...............
our splendidsystem of education,and makes Rem ................... 31 000,000
1,570,000
Keweenaw ............
it possible for every child of Michigan to enjoy
520,000
tho benefits of a full collegiate course at the Lake ...................
Lapeer .................. 6 300,000
expense of the State." That is an achievemeut
520,000
Leelsnaw ...............
for which the public will accord all honor to Lenawee ................ 26,250,000
the people of Michigan for their successful Livingston.............. 11,590.000
4.50,000
educational efforts.
Mackinaw ..............
Then there are tho State Normal School, Macomb ................ 16,900.000
State AgriculturalCollege, State Public Manistee ................ 2,460,000
100,000
School and State Reform School, each sup- Maul to u ...............
Marquette ............. 3,990,000
plying an important part in the general eduMason ................ 1.050.000
cational system.
Mecosta ................ 2,520,000
Among other prominenteducational insti- Menominee ............. 1,570,000
tutions are the Adrian, Albion, Hope, Kala- Midland ................ 3,150,000
mazoo and Olivet collens: the Qerman- Missaukee .............. . 450,000
Americau. Michigan Female and Monroe Fe- Monroe ..... V ........ 9,450,000
4,950,000
male seminaries; together with the Detroit Montcalm ..............
Montmorency (attached
IndustrialSchool, and the City Union schools
to Alpena) ............
of Adrian. Battle Creek. Coldwater. Detroit, Muskegon .............. 5,250,000
Grand Rapids, Marshall. Lansing, Owosso, Newaygo ............... 2,100,000
Oakland ................ 26,250.1*00
Pontiac, Port Huron and St. Joseph.
In the graded schools introduced all over Oceana ................. 3,150,000
the State there are 417 male and 1.708 female Ogemaw (is part of Iosco)
Ontonagon .............. 1,310.000
teachers,with an attendanceof 156.540 puOsceola .................
890,000
pils, in school-houses (including lots) valued
Oscoda (attached to Alat $5,154,115. The aggregate of salaries paid
coma) ....... .........
annually to male teachers amounts to $293,- Otsego (attached to Au392.20, and to female teachers $520,785.92.
In 1873 there were planted over tho State Ottawa ................. 8,400,000
Presque Isl»* ............
450,000
88 stone, 641 brick, 4,246 frame and 605 log
RoMommou (attached to
school-liOUBe*.
containingshits for 399.967
........
Midland) .............
pupils, the building^ being valued at $8, 105,- Seginuw ............... 16,870,000
391. The rapid settlemeut of the new coun- Sanilac .................. 3,520,000
620,000
ties has increased the number of log school- Schoolcratt.............
houses, and this is quite as much an indica- hiawassee ............. 9,240,000
7,350.000
St. Clair ...............
tion of growth as is’fcha bniMing of costly
St. Jo-eph .............. 24,300,000
structures. In the older countiesthe log
Tuscola ................. 4,040,000
houses are disappearing. In the thirteen Van Baren. . .. ........ 11,550,000
counties south of the base line, containing Washtenaw............. 31.600,600
about oue-third of the population of the Wayne .................. 90,000,000
540,000
State, but thirty-sixlog school-housesre- Wexford ............ .

main, and nine of these are in one county.
Thus is Michigan contributing directly to
her future greatness by dispensing the blessings of education to the thousands and hundreds of thousands of her youth through
successivegenerations.
INSANE, BLIND AND CHABITABLEINSTITUTIONS.
lu the same liberal spirit has the State provided for her unfortunate citizeus. The Insane Asylum and the Institutionfor the Deaf
and Dumb and the Blind are objects of special
care by the State authorities, as are also the
pauper and reformatory institutions.

Connecticutlias twenty-fivesilk
tories, whoso aggregate capital is

Mr. Kilkupf, chief engineer of the
Pacific Mail Company, has sailed
1,780,000 miles in twenty-three years’

Ctiving for the total amount of land,
the title to which In* passed from
the United SUtea to individuals and
eorporatioua" .......................
32.386,9:14.86

AFTKK AND OVER.

The Empress Josephine’sHandkerchief.

Sorts.

______________

Thk General Convention of

$ur fchfts.

the Proles-

tant EpiscopalChurch, meets in New
York nml will be ot great interest. It

is

IjKdttl Notices.

Default having been made

in the condition* of

j

payment of a certainIndenture of Mortgage, which
was made and executed hr Aicud Cloetingb, and
TryntJ*. t'loetinghhi* ’ wife, of the City of
Holland. Ottawa County. State of Michigan, to
Arthur W. Currier and Theodore C. Putnam of the
City of (irand Rapid*, Kent Courty, Stateof Mich- I
igan, partieaofthe second part, on the twenty- j iU rc-buiidiug our new shop
j

!

Planing Mill.

,

called only once in three years, and the;

Produce, Etc-

$

F bushel ................
Bean*. P bnsltel .............
...... 1
Butter, p . ................
Apples,

..

*

(<•

25 Ct

Clover seed. F bushel ...
......
Kgg*. V dozen ...........

50
27

1

The House of Deputies

of

consists

NOTICE

four

r

25
II no
6

(<>

ways with closed doors.

no

t

<r<

n

55

.

tl -

.

.

...

.

—

.

.......... .....

..

VANLANDEGEND,
KAMUERMAN,

dry

'•

Mill*.)
1

85 ft

16

33

“

1

no

HO debate speaking

t!X

WE HAVE

A

AND THU

STEAM

KILIT,

IDIRTST

O OF LUMUKR

MALL MAKE
AND

and Champagnes,

^

I

^ ^

Special Notice.

following for the same length of time and

fifteen minutes.
The City Drug Stork will be kept
A joint discussionto a certain extent is open on Sundays, until further notice is

Mr. Williams closing with

pitrinr jhitdliflcncc.

nagnes, Sherries and Ports of the finest flavors,all
from the houses of C. C. Be: son A Co. Our gooda
are sold and delivered In their originalpackagesaa
they left the vineyard in France, and guaranteed
perfectlypure.
Prick List sent free on application.115-ly

one hour, Mr. Wilbur

don’t see can be evaded

is

CLOSING OUT!!
I

given.

Hkher Walsh,

est objection against it, and which we

Proprietor.

the limited “one

Holland, Sept.

intend to remove and will close out
tire stock of

my

en-

l

JEWELRY AND PICTURE,

Just Received-

Paper,
Envelopes,
A large and choice stock of Fashionable
Ok the 34,000 infants born in New York
Writing Books,
Fall Dress Goods, Flannels,Furnishing
Pens,
, city, only 29,000 are properly accounted
Goods and Notions, which I offer Clmp

ARRIVALS.
9

*chr A. Plugger87-llght.
*chr Spray 48 -light.
*chr Jo*c« ISO- light.
10 *chr Four Brother* M5— light.
12 sloop Alice 7 1— light.
13 *chr Arrow 69-llgnt.
14 *chr Trl Color -100 pkg* rad*e.
nchr Mary SI t— light
15 *chr Wollin 49- S&i hide*.
Bchr Banner 74 t-50 cord**tave* bolja.

“

taken care of in conformity with for Cash. Give

|

for jis

'

the requirementsof the Hoard

How

tfie balance are

of

who died at

house on West Twenty-seventh street

stock. No

call,

a

N.

Diaries,

Toys

examine those 50 cent

To the

When

Oct. 9 achr A. Plugger—75 cord* wood.
“ *chr Spray— 75 m f b stavea 290 bbl*

“

month’s board, and

the doctor was called to

it

of medical
aid. the little thing having been fed with
a spoonfulof condensedmilk to half a

and

a

large class of persons

advertise to take care

newspapers,and

who

of

115—

Every Penon,

pint of water. This keeper is said to he
only one of

*ee.

Everythingnecessary for a flrst-cla** reitaurant.I*
kept there and there i* no unnecessary delay. Try

he found

Man. woman, boy or

who

AH

girl

should send at once for

ing Note Paper. Envelopes,Pen Holder, Pencils,

infants in the

Pens, Blank Book, Blotter, Photographs,Tooth

come

Editor.

I

Tiik

319

New

also offer a

good

Lot

Harxont

H.

Union county, New

A FEED.

8th Street, Holland, Michigan.

GOROCEiRjIES
AND

P R O

V

I

S

I

O N

S

We

beg leave to call the attention of the I»ubllt
to the fact that we have opened, In LABARBE’S
OLD FURNITURE STORE (west of Van Undegend’s) a FLOUR A FEED and GROCERY Store.
We shall keep on hand everythingthat pertalna
to a complete Family Supply store.

Flour, Food,

.

Hay, Grain,

Crockery,
Glassware,

and Mill Stuff,

At Lowest Gash Prices.
Stoneware,
8LOOTER & HIGGINS.
Lamps.
Holland, Aug.
1874. 108-ly

taur Liniment*will not relieve, no

anniversa- the Prussian Government visitedConnecti-

ry of the great calamity of October if, 1871, cut Farms, in

AND

1874.

DEALER IN

There is no pain which the Cen-

an agent of

80.

MEENGS, FLOUR

ing particulars of the Prussian purchase in

New Jersey: Two weeks ago

Q-IR/OCIEjIR/IES

CLOETINGH.

A.

St., Philadelphia. Pa.

CENTAUR LINIXENTS.

York papers give the follow-

DEALERS IN

and Dwelling on Houth

Street.

Picks, Perfume Sachet, Chinese Puzzle, and a fine

to see again.

Saturday, October 17.

SL00TER & HIGGINS,

come and

soon.

River
Holland, Mich., Sept.

from some
piece of Ladies’ or Gents' Jewelry. Try a Packperson who gives a fictitious name and ad- age. Price, post paid. 50 cents,or 8 forfl. Agents
dress, and whom they never see or expect Wanted. Address. J. CART Y BURROWS.

case $15 or so with the child

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

those owing me are requestedto

settle. Parties having bindingto do will please

one of the Excelsior Stationary Packets,contain-

receive, as in this

Cost.

traveling public, and those leaving for

left. best place for a meal, or a lunch, in Grand Rapid*.

it starved beyond the reach

heading.
•• “ *chr Joaea- 105 cord* wood*.
to *chr Four Brother*— 100 cd* hark,
12 aloop Alice— fruit,
13 achr Anow— 55 cd* wood,
14 *chr Trt Color— 98 m p b staves.
•chr Man — 70 cd* wood,
•chr Wolfln— 50 cd* wood.
*chr Banner- 250 beer bbl*, 80 cd* wood.

4&-tfHEBER WALSH

Druggist a Pharmacist.

For Cash-At

of the house, states that an unknown Grand Rapid* on the afternoontrain, we would
man called and left her this child, giving state that BURGARD’8, 38 Pearl Street, la the
first

Etc.

Corsets.

last

er

her $15, its

Kenteinber— 1 am not to b* umltreold by ant, Ifoum
n the Utate of Michigan. Call and see.

Confectionary,

week, pretty plainly indicates.The keep-

DEPARTURES.

Is not surpassed. It is w arranted superior to any
« bite Lead iu this market, and Is sold at much
less price. My stock is purchasedin large quantities of first hands, saving all jobber*’ profits, and 1
can thereforeafford to sell below my ue'.ghltora.

Albums,

trouble to show the goods.

H.—Come and

Holland City White Lead

Pencils,

and examine

Daniel Bektsch.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 18, 1874.

dealt with, the case

of an infant, 21 days old,

“

the

Health.

me a

.

,
Everybody w ho
wishes to purchase PAINTS, OILS, VARNISH.
BRl SUES. GLASS, etc., to call and examine my
stock. The

Stationary and School Books,

argue his position.

PORT OF HOLLAND.

WACT

,

18, 1874.

hour,” for a speaker to introduce and

swelling they will not subdue, and

13,

no lameness which they will not

Jersey,

cure. This

wc intended to publish and have partly and perfected arrangements for the purprepared a statement of the progress we chase of Lake Wecwanapee from the ownhave since made in replacing and rebuild- ers, for the purpose of raising leeches,

is strong language,

They have

hut it is true.

Vegetables in their Seasons.

pro-

Sole Agent
duced more cures of rheumatism, Lamps.”

neuralgia,lock-jaw,palsy, sprains
Bfttrtc
then so suddenly swept trout and salmon, the latter to he sent to
swellings, caked breasts, scalds,
away. We thought of giving a few statis- Prussia to stock the waters of the rivers, bums, salt-rheum ear ache, *c., upon the human

ing what

Or Re-Sawing Done.

lug said Mortgage, and the coat* and charge* of said

m!

“'7 SU

at the hall of Messrs.

entertaining and profitable,but the great-

Having just passed the third

Planing, Matching,

" '

day neiroct 20,

the audience nearly filled Music

Hall. The meeting was organizedby the

2 75
1 50
2 88
? IN)
4 80
i 00

G 00 Cl

wk

Sole Agents in the United States for the
P
*?
,""li
Houth half (JO of lot number
Two (2)
in Block
Hakker & Van Raal- numbered slxty-slx(«6> in the City of Hollandfor- Wine Houses of C. C. BENSON & CO.,
75
tc organize a singing class. All those merly known as the villageof Holland,according
Or KIIEIMS, COGNAC and LONDON.
40 Chairmen of the County Committees, and
to the recorded map of said cltv.M
wishing to take a course in vocal music
8(1
Dated the 17th day of October, A. D. 1814.
Benson’s
Fine Old Gdden Grape Cognac Is the
85 Messrs E. P. Ferry and H. Pennoyer chos during the winter, will please then and
ARTHUR W. CURRIER and THEODORE C.
finestBrandy ever exported from a French vineINI
PUTNAM,
Mortqageee.
there attend.
yard. and can be procured only from us. Cham00 en chairmen. Mr. Williams opened the
II. I). Post,
Po
Attorney for Mot gay* ee.

and

ed

fed I

.

satisfy *11

BENSOM WADSWORTH.

Jrain, Feed, Etc.

VAN 8CHELVEN, - -

1

Hoard

*

green ..................
Jlemlock Hark .................... 1 &0<&5 IW
Htavei, white oak ..................
13 01^,14 00
Heading holt*, aoft wood ........... 3 UOfip 3 .Ml
Heading ItoH*, hardwotNl ................... t Ml
Htave boll*, aoftwood ...................... 3 50
Htave bolt*, hardwood .....................
4 00
Hailroad tie* ................................

G.

j

‘v*

Work-

nui-

el,a8cd l'n!irc Machinery,
Of the Mont Approved Pattern*;

i

Visscrs.

.

•* beach,
“ gnwa................
............
*•

Oct.

i

<

WC have

Chamberlain and Hall declare themselves
DRY IN
In ho 4th Ward at the Residence of Mr.
)YK
A
in favor of licenseas against prohibition.L. D. VUsers.
In equity, having been commenced for the foreSPECIALITY.
closure of Mid Mortgage, or the collection of the
Wears inclined to think that if in this
R. RANTERS.
debt scoured thereby, or any part thereof, Notice
J.
DOORS, BASH
BLINDS,
I* therefore hereby given, that by virtue of the
State a square issue was presented on the
Of Regis- I)0,worof **1® ,n •“Bo Mortgage contained. 1 Khali Or anything In our line, manufactured on ehort
D. J.
above propositions, independent and set rat inn f nr
f®11 at l,ubI,c ““ction to the highest bidder, the
J. FLIEMAN,
notice.
J
11 ^ lands and premise* described in mild Mortgage
parate of all other questions and influJ. DUURSEMA,
the City of on the tint nth (II) day of January, in the year
H. W. Vkhukek & Co.
" oil a ml. of our Lord one thouMtui t ight h undrtd and ft ventyences, a majority would be found in favor
II
J. DYKEMA,
fire (A. D. 1875), at tiro o dock in the qfltmoon If
46 IVi-t ly
O. H. 81 UP,
of the former.
that day. at the frontdoorof the Court Bouse, in
L. I). V1SSERS,
the City of Grand Haven, Ottawa County,Btate of
Michigan,that being the place where the Circuit
Holland, Mich., October h 1874.
Tiik joint discussion for this County, beCourt for the said County of Ottawa Is holdon,
IIIPORTKHMOF
which
said lands, and premisesare describedas
tween flic Congressional candidatesof
SINGING-CLASS.
follows, viz:— “All tliat certain lot. piece or parthis District,took place at Grand Haven,
Brandies
»'•of land
MII'A situate
C-IIMISIVin
III athe
MV X‘11^
I III (1 Mil , V
IMIH
cel
City of Holland,
ConnMr John R flniMOUK will nn Tuos- fy of Ottawa and State of Michigan,more partlcuon Tuesday evening. It was well attendNo. 30 BRODWAY, N EW YOR K.

Wood, Staves, Etc,

.

|

:

oil Roitm .......

Cordwood, maple, dry .............

.

"" '"fc.ftU't
hffir.1", and seventy-three (A.
one
thousandeight hundred
D. 1871,)which was recorded in the Office of Iht
Register of Deeds of the County of Ottawa in

at 8 o clock A. M.,on pages 821, 625, and 036. of
Owme Auoclation have addressed a of the several Wards of the cily of
o£^v' “llrb
.... ........
—
*> candidates
..... ......
defiult the power of nalc conlaimri in the Mid
communication
to the
for Gov- llWjd
In the 1st Ward at the Harness shop of mortgage ha* become operative,and on which
ernor and Lieutenant-Governor
requesting
jj yus(il)'|j"
mortgage.there
due the
r. II. > ail pel
1 . Is is now claimed
‘innueu to
to he
nooue
me sum
*um
*i them to define their respective positions
In the 2d Ward at the Store of
iTrin
ft 9

(h

.....

.

,

land: Hoi;

.

n

.

^

|

between the hours of eight o’clock. A. M.
the Stateof Michigan,on the seventh (7th) day And wo arc confident wc run
and eight o’clock, P. M., for the purpose of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
want
I he Executive ( ommittec of the Michi- of completing the lists of qualified voters
eight hundred and seventy-three (A. I). 1873,)

v

dt

Chickens, dressed per tti ........ ...... 8
Lard, f IT. ................... ..... 18 (o. 20
Pork, dressed W tT» .................. ; ft:*
Smoked meat, V 2’ .............. ...... ft
Smoked ham. f IT. ...........
. It ft 12
Smoked shoulders, p IT. ......... ...... 8 ft 9
Turkeys.P IT. ............... ....... ft io
Tallow,p It. ...................
ft 7

Corn, shelled W bushel .........
Oats. P bushel ...............
Buckwheat. P bushel .........
Rye, P bushel .................
Bran, P ton ...................
Feed, p ton ........ .........
P too IT. ..............
Barley, p 100 lb ...............
Middling. P 100 th ..............
Flour, p 100 IT. ..............
1’carl Barley, f 100 ffBuckwheat Flour, V 100 It*...,
Fine meal, V 100 t> ..........

hereby given that the Hoard

is

18

Heats, Etc.

\Oorrtdtdbytht "Hugger

'

(•<

Hooey. F 2* ................ ...... 18
Hay. U ton ....................
Hides, green V ^ ..........
Maple sugar. }> It- ...........
.....
Onions. F bushel .............. 0 75
Potatoes, luishel .............. 50
Timothy Seed, p hii-hel ..... ......
Wind. ^ IT. ..................

“

REGISTRATION.

to

in

.

mcEjsrix

Mortgage Sale.

1

.

was

frame, and of strains,spavin, galls. &c., upon ani-

and public im- and the former for medical purposes. The
provements which have been made by the lake covers two hundred acres, and, what
tics in the line of buildings

mal* in one year than have all other pretended

remediessince the world began. They

are

counter-

In this

City for the “Non-Explosive

RIVER STREET,

HOLLAND.

R. RANTERS

,

is remarkable,Its waters are as cold as ice irritant. all-healingpain relievers. Cripples throw
DEALER IN
delay and the during the summer, and comparativelv away their crutches,the lame walk, poisonous
excuse we have to offer for want of this warm during the winter. The price bites rendered harmless and the wounded are
healed without a scar. The receipt Is published
statement is, that at one of the County agreed upon is $300,000, and at the next
I hereby give notice to all
around each bottle. They sell as no article ever
Conventions held last week, they have meeting of the proprietorsthe property before sold, and they sell because they do just what
interested that during this seaseen fit to place the editor of this paper in w ill he turned over to the Prussian Gov- they pretendto do. Those who now suffer from
I will pay the Highest
nomination for the office of Register of ernment The leeches to be found in this rheumatism,pain or swellingdeserve to suffer If
they will not use CentaurLiniment, white wrapper.
Deeds. This little incident and its con- lake are of a quality far superior to the
Price for
Oak

people of Holland City during these three

years. The reason

for this

STAVES, WOOD AND BARK.

necting circumstances have called and
will call for

many

tween now and the 3rd
as any

Swedish, and

moment” beNovember next,

a “ spare

one who has

of

will

crease tenfold. The lake will be divided send

remain as heretofore a

deemed necessary to correct untrue or exaggerated statements, such as were

made

by the Herald in its last issue, in regard to

remarks made by us

in

the conven-

do

shall not

at present how-

was

when the

marsh. They were counterfeiters of coin money, and came there

GASH ON DELIVERY

bottle

is

more than a substitute for Castor

the bowels, cure wjnd-collc and produce natural

cast of the

reporter

sleep.

their stock.

M.

all parties interested

Van den

They called at

contains neither minerals, morphine or

It

alcohol, and Is pleasantto

with the intentionto palm off a part of

either " absent or not there.”

We would remind

One

Staves.

of the yellow wrapper Centaur Liniment i* worth

Caitoiua

ever, knowing that such mistakes are likely to occur, especially

circularcontainingcertificates,
the recipe,

Zeeland was visited by two strangers, said Oil. It Is the only tqfe article in existence
to have lately been living in u direction which Is certain to assimilate the food, regulate

tion at the time the nomination was made,

which we

a

Ac., gratis, to any one requestingIt.

White

I will also contractfor future deliver)',
and am prepared to receive staves on any
of leeches and the remainder for trout and one hundred dollarsfor spavined or sweened horses Dock on (be Hanks of Black Lake, and
salmon, This is the first instance of a and mules, or for screw-worm In sheep. Stock River or at any of the Railroad StatiouaAll correspondenceby Mail will receive
purchase by a foreign government of ter- owners— these liniments are worth your attention.
No family should he withoutthem. “White wrap- prompt attention. R. RANTERS.
ritory in New Jersey or perhaps, the
per for family use:” Yellow wrapper for animals.
Holland, Mich., May 1, 1874. 115-tf
Union, and the venture is looked upon Hold by all Druggist. 50 cents per bottle; large
Wither Best and cheapest, .vumn sold.
with interest.
bottles. J. B. Rose A Co., 53 Broadway, In Ckillt&ct
use, 10 year*. Sent on trial anywhere.Return
New York.
at our expense, If it fails to give entire satisfaction.
Agent* wanted. They average $in per day. Send
On Monday afternoon the village of

non-partisanpaper, unless it should he

a few

under a

been or is similarly oil into compartments, some for the raising

will readily see Notwithstanding Ibis

News

is expected that

proper system of propagationthey will in-

situated, "knowing how it is himself,”

fact the

it

More than 1000 certificates of remarkablecures, including frozen limbs, chronic rheumatism, gout,
running tumors, Ac., have been received.We will

son,
Cash

take. Children need

not cry and mothers may rest.

to-

f)tar Pi’frtisctnrnts.

bacco and other notions, and presented
session and that it will he their last oppor- payment in coin, demanding at the same
tunity before the next election to become time that the return change should also be
legal voters. Some time ago we published in specie. After the two strangershad
an article on this subject, showing how left the store their article of coin was again
many young men in this locality hereto- brought forward,we presume with a view
that next week the Circuit Court will be in

circular. H. W. Palmer & Co. Auburn, N. Y.

$10, to

$looo

cent, a month. Send for particulars.Tunbridge
A Co., Bankers, 2 Wall St.,
Y.

N

flTANTED. Lady Agents

in every City and Tow n
in New England States. Exclusive territory
given, sell at sight, $5 to fin a dav guaranteed oh
commission or salary. Address.' Ell
Ellis Manufacluring Co., Waltham, Mass.

"»

the store of

Hoseh, purchased some

for

GUN SMITH.

NOTICE!

~

NO.

AT a meetingof the Board of Diroctora, of the
“Holland Iron Company,’’held at the City of HolThe undersignedwould respectfullyannounce to land on Thursday afternoon, September 10, 1874. It
the public of Holland and vicinity that he has was unanimously resolved to make an assessment
of two per cent on the capital stock of said comopened a shop for the repairing of
pany. and that the same be paid within thirty days
fore had exercised the right of suffrage unat the office of thu Treasurer, Mr. N. Kenyon.
Etc.,
By order of the Board of Director*.
der the delusion that because their fathers
II. Walbh, Secretary.
of
currency
their
fathers
used
to
have.
Its
JJjJ
J11
ln
,bat
fine,
either
of
wood
or
Holland Citt, Mich., Sept. 10. 1874.
were voters at the time they became twen-

a™,

DOESEURG,
irmsi uj wmti

J. 0.
70,

made them

hogusness being evident, the matter

voters also.

was

Modioinos,

Sewing Macwnee,

placed in the hands of Justice Hoiks and

This is not sufficient. A very large por-

.

For the present I have located
te

.

my shop In

the

Paints

uc

i.t

I'ree, ana

and
stock.to

the new Flour-mill. Eighth street.

-

,

!

upon their sons when they reach the age
of majority, and the latter are then com-

•V

pelled to go into eom-t personally,and

e

take the oath of allegiancebefore they m
entitled to

vote.

Have you

*****

paid for your paper

]

;

I’llSHOH,

Chamois Skin,

.......

Tm Board or Education of the city of Hoi and sold. Tickets
G‘e P»'
Gie U. 8. authorities.Upon land wish to contractfor wood for the Public "old at my office.
School*, during the coming winter.
105 If
searching them they found $10, in silver Those
. nose n«vmK
to sell,
sen, cheap,
cheap, will
win
having rooq
good woou
wood to

1

!

coins and nickels. Their names are

;

b> be

Robert McCall and M. E. Gazin,

said

and ti

i* missing, the .particulars of
did not learn.'

Holland.

Countor, (•loth,

____

-

th®

^retory of

the Board of Ed-

-

a
. «t
Sept.
16.

.a*?* l)1874.

PW,

Hecrctary.

to

and from

J

all point*

Hair ami

in Europe

N. KENYON.

Paint Brushes.

* f \

All the leading Patent MedicinesIn the market.

A full Stock of the very heat Perfumerytold
iiii
,y!
Agent* wanted! All cIushsn of
Ing'^eople, of either sex, young or 1 bottle or by measure.
fWoney at work for us in their,
irall the time, than at anything
J. O.
'ns-. Address (i. Sun ton A Co., ;
jt»
IlpLLAND, Mich., Sept. 10,
. 134
I

DBMS. SEM7.

which wc
j
l

...

,l>

- -Board of Education,
By Order
of- the

at,GrancHInven they were recognized as
br ing connected with a team of oxen that

Oils,

nuin

CASH FOR WOOD.

the inherent right to vote docs not pass

and

Are sold as cheap at this Drug Store aa at any
other. Medicineswarrantedto be strictly pure.

Nathan Kenyon, Banker.
HOLLAND,
MICIL,
..... ...... • „ ' ’ J „
general Banking, KAChange, and Col-

alsoJL0t,,b
deal In 5cona,nana
second hand »«wtng
Hewing Machines,
Machines, and
without much 1I a,,°
T
i with ft promptness,
... parti®* wishing to make purchases, will do well
a
/xt
ragrows
and
which
call
and
examine
my
ivvliuii business.
lection
iMinmi .'r. CoUeclfonB
v Ulll'l
made on all
mi. points
pvmic
have not gone beyond a declarationof
In the United Htates and Knrope. Particular atten.......
F. yei.kers.
......
their intention to become citizens,or to U commendable indeed, the parlies were Holland, Mich., Oct.
10. 1S74.
tion paid to the collectionsof Banks and Bankers.
139
Remittances made on day of payment. All husiuse the popular term, beyond taking out arrested that same evening, takeo to this
n***s entrustedto me shall have prompt atten________
their first papers. This docs
not ____
make city, and conveyed to Grand Haven the
tlon. Interest allowed on time deposits, subject
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought
them citizens, and unless they are citizens, j next morning 1“ await further action on

tion of our people upon their arrival here Constable

EIGHTH STREET.

Drugs,

othcr

ty one years old, it

- -

dersdal. Price 25 rents. Address M.
tutc, Milwaukee, WIs

A

DOESBURG.
1874.

'

9. Incti-

ly

_____

‘

___

......

_______

______

________

_____

Mu. Roost

jottings.

—

Thr
call gray hairs a little

(rom the road of

Just

Quekn

his

— —

New

Victoria is said to “lean towards

broadness in religion.”

crib at the harbor.

first

•

Thk French

about ready to sink

is

Rev. (\ Vvn Per Mki lks, of Grand

assessed value of the real estate in

Rapilis, is seriously

York, is $H12,7()0,O47.

ill.

life.

How to

WkndklIj Phillips is expectedto

—

lecture

The new Freshman

pronounce a Polish name,

NEW DRESS

f’lass at Harvard

numbers 158 members.

sneeze three times and say ski.

^

-

The

Tok October term of the U.
Grand Rapids, opens Tuesday

slowly recover-

is

Boaid of Registrationhave pub-

The, Roman Catholicshave Just organzed their first church at Plymouth, Mass.

A. T. Stewart’s taxes on his two stores

The steerage rates from Hamburg, Antwerp and Rotterdam on the White Star

ing from his recent almost fatal illness.
Aji advance in

and residence

New York City

in

1.50 to $ 1.80 went into effect Thursday.

are $72-

iine,

800.

name of

Uh rabbi

in

London who

Spurgeon

in

eloquence.

an Isralit-

is said

to

The sidewalkon

rival

and

was married to Miss Mary L.

ids

-

Hon. George W. Julian, of Indiana, is

The Pope

Suf-

-

of France

efforts

granger: Farmers are really

a

politically nobody, and have

made

up

minds

their

-

body.

The English

to

now

wisely

to

the ground that

The Mcnnonites who
this

Boots and

recently came to

country have bought one hundred and

United States the

first

'‘obscene literature

turnpikeroad,

Among the promotions

rail-

in

Robert

the corps of

during the war escaped from Charleston
harbor with his vessel and surrendered
Congress

The
the

in the

as red ns her

“Her tomatoes are
own cheeks; her indigo is as

blue

own

They

Convention

for

M:

the Second Ohio

district,

held at Battle Creek on Thursday, nominated Fidus Livermore for Congress.”

One of

the old

Shoals seeing the

settlers

of

the Isle of

name Psyche on

the

hull of a yacht, the other day, spelled it
out slowly, and then exclaimed: “Well,

taking his lodgings during the

day

A Pennsylvania9-year old was

last

al

sets,

abort notice.

Cash Paid for Hides.

Our prices compare favorablewith those
hoys; she was too big for that now. But
“ huckle berry swamp,” and visiting the
of our neighbors, audit is our purpose
with all imaginable innocenceshe replied:
to compete successfully with the trade outcorn-shocks of the grangers during the
“Why, gramma, the bigger we grow, the side this city, intendingnot only to satisfy
night.
our old friends,but to draw a new trade to
better we like ’em.”
this city and the Boot and Shoe Store of
The Republicans had Col. I. E. Mess- The Knutson hoys, Isaac and Insllf,
L. SPRIETSMA & SON.
more, of Grand Rapids, to speak for them who have long suffered with cataract
Holland, April 1, 1874.
on Wednesday evening. The audience above the eye have gone to Ann Arbor to
46 vi D
was fair, and our Republican friends went obtain relief. From a letter received from

LAKE EXCURSIONS.
“FANNY SHRIVER."

Troy Whig has seen
some good rifl shooting. He says: “We
The

editor of the

man

have seen

a

hand and

toss

hold his

a chip with

rifle in

his

his right

left

PAUCY TOYS,
AND
Moumittim

The Public are informed that the pleasantand
beautifullittleMeamer FANNY HI! RIVER of
Holland, can be chartered any day or evening during the summer season to make excursion*on

hand

into the air, and then bringing his rifle to

his shoulder, put a bullet through the

now.
of the elections of

silver

re-

proved lately for playing outdoor with

Our neighbor of the Urondwet feels hapWalsh, in Canada, he caused all the boys py. He is now so situatedthat he can’t
confirmed to take a pledge of total abstin- he ignored much longer. His political
ence from all intoxicating drinks during friends have seen fit to give him a positwenty-one years, and the girls that they tion on the City, County and Senatorial
would abstain from excess in dress.
committees. Hogie will make himself felt
result

Table and Pocket Cutlery,

in the

a confirmation lately held by Bishop

The

Wear,

the Latest Styles.
CUSTOM WORK AND REPAIRING

if that ain’t the hardest way to spell home satisfied. Accordingto the handthere we learn that a successful operation
bills it must have been a Rep. Re-Union.
fish!”
has been made by Prof. Frothingham.

At

Jewelry,

Of

Done

report a bear hovering around

north of here, in the vicinity of Ventura,

“The Reform

Watches,
Misses and
Chidren’s

Senate he announces himself a candidate

own temper.”

Store!

Clocks,

Youths,
Parson Brownlow does not propose to
be driven from public life. Having no
hope of a re-electionto the United States

eyes, and her pepper as

& SON. Variety and Jewelry

Ladies,
Gents,

for the house of Representatives.

Charlestondistrict.

Evening

her

hot as her

following should be credited to

N. Y.

as

it

to the Union forces,is a candidate for

M. Mansfield, lobe

8.

OK THE

Silver Plated Ware,

editorialnotice of a woman’s grocery

store reads as follows:

who

Captain

sums

1

Have on hand a conitantljrrrnlenlihed, care,
Judiciously and carefullyselectedfor
fully (electedand ever fresh slock of
the season, and comprising the most complete assortmentof B
Boors and Shoes ever
offered in THE CITY OF HOLLAND.

Major.

An

Small the colored pilot

find that of

Ml!

Shoes,

8PRIETSMA

L.

given the

and free library.

unfit for circulation.”

HOLLAND, MICH

At the Store of

of land in Kansas,

fifty thousand acres

London papers, upon

it is

Prices. T

EIGHTH STREET

road, water works, locomotive, hospital, Engineers, U. 8. A., just promulgated by
allow extracts of Moulton’s statement to
law school, public museum, music hall Gen. Orders of the War Departmentwe

be telegraphed to the

1

VAN DEN BERG,

L. & S.

where they will live.

Postmaster-general refuses

Ji

in coin, at $22,004.04.

Pennsylvaniaclaims to have
---

t

INBRO'.DRRIRS,

complete Mock

Lowest Cash

There is a big gold bar on the counter
of
the City National Bank at Denver,
much an
Col., weighing 1,840 ounces, and valued,

victim of intoxicating liquor.

become some-

a

Haven Herald. Bo says the Grand Rapids

A retired physiciansays that in a long
practice among his patients, three have
died of gluttony to one who has been the

al-

J

All First Class Goods. At the Jr

DuBois, late of Ann Afbor,
become the proprietor of the Grand

Mr. C. II.

in Cincinnati advertising for a

object as good wages.”
--------^ W

most everybody, but have been heretofore

I

l\*t.

situation,says: “Work is not so

his favor.

And

---has

AND

PARASOLS, FANS, USES

hurls the slander in his teeth.”

on the 5th.

A

TRIMMINGS, T
T

of
of
KID GLOVES.

transform-

to ex-PresldentJohnson, and “defiantly

Warney

gives universal satisfaction.—/fr/kf

A man

in

•

OF THE LATEST STYLES.

Gov. Brown, of Tennessee,has replied

tor.

^

friendly letter to President MacMahon,

Bays

-

has written a conciliatory and

acknowledgingthe

MILLINERY AND

once famed United States steam
is

of

olihltiKIIoumh,
IIoiiwh,nml pi'
n*o nvkited th»* Kni'eni Jolihlnt;
|>cn«on
ally aeterted our Mock
stock of

A Beautiful Si'li'ction

The appointment of Mr. Henry Ford as
General Manager, of the Bangor Furnace

Michigan

(Jo.,

-

frage.

tiavc

i

of Cleveland, Ohio,

of Woman

We

AT

,

Lino of

LACK AND COLORED DRESS SILKS,
LADIES' SITI'S AND SACKS AND
SPRING AND SUMMER SHAWLS.

ed into a trim sailing vessel.

Francis D. Van Der Sluis, of Big Rapj

Maggie Mitchell, were burned recently.

to deliver a series of lectures in

II

at $24.

revenue cutter Harriet Lane,

a de-

cided improvement.

Several hundred acres of woodland
near Long Branch, belonging to Miss

have been fixed

The

tenth street, over one

mile in length, is about all laid,

this month in advocacy

COMPLETE

^ww

------

marine insurance from

HlBSll Dianon is the

cans daily.

lished the time and place of their sessions.

MILLINERY AND

LAD1KM' FURNIsIllNOOOODH. we have thin
"eauon tddrd to our Stock, a NEW null

next.

The
Gen. Frank P. Blair

Maine, puts up ten thousand

worked into an operatic drama.

!
,

In adilttion to onr Drjwirtniriilof

One corn-canning establishment in

escape of Marshal Bazaine has been

H. Court, at

SILKS

:o:-^—

Grand Rapids, this winter.

at

1

MILLINERY AND FANCY GOODS,

•

Call on ue and yon mey be iure the appearance,
price* and qualitycfour flood* will *nlt you. We are
We would furtherannounce that in addition to the
above arrangement*,we have alao purchaaed a ready to repair,
large barge, which will be lilted up with *uitabli' WATCHES, CLOCKS OR JEWELRY,
The first religious newspaper in New Mat*
and awning*,and will accommodate from 3G0
la a ThoroughlyHatlitactoryManner.
York was the New York Observer, establish- to 400 perron*, and admirablyadapted for Sunday-

chip.

Tues-

day may be summed up as follows: Iowa,

Among our new advertisementswill be
found one of Mr. F. Velkers, who has
lican, and Ohio and Indiana Democratic. opened a Gun-shop in Mr. Vnarwcrk’s ed in 1823 by the late Sidney and Richard
The difference in Ohio, between Grunt’s blacksmithshop. There is no doubt but Morse, brothers of Professor Morse. For
majoiity in 1872, and the Democratic ma- what it is a movement in the rigid direc- the latter period of its existence— some
jority on Tuesday is 85,000 votes.
tion, and one which will suit the demands twenty-fiveyears— it has been edited by
Nebraska and Dakota have gone Repub-

—
Abraham

Hchool picnic* or large exettndon*.
Parties chartering, have the exclnalve control for
that
F.R.
Holland. June 1M,
Captain.
120 tf

.lav.
1874.

Messrs. Squiers & White’s men while
Mrs.

and Market Sthektk
4«

P.

—

1

8th

BROWER

Dr. S. Iremeus Prime.

of the pubic.

Corner of

& A.

Hd-iy

Steketee,

Desire to Inform their many friend* and cos

il

Lincoln, being confined

tnmera that they have on hand and for *ale
The campaign at Holland, was opened
OF
to her house in Chicago, by nervous exDry
Goods,
Grand Haven, on Thursday,brought up on Friday evening, of lust week, by Judge
Gikkkrikh,
haustion, was unable to be in attendance
an anchor and about 30 feet of chain. It Littlejohn and Hon. M. I). Wilbur. Both
Crockery,
at the ceremonies at Springfield,on Thursmust have been there many years as it gentlemen being well and favorably
GLAHR WARE,
Eighth Street, City of Holland.
day, in honor of the memory of her distinHath and Caps,
was covered over with six feet of sand. known to our people, a good audience bad
guished husband. She has been confined
Booth a Shoes,
The anchor weighed about 1,500 pounds.— assembled at the shoolhousc, to hear the
The nnderalgned rcapectfully announce* that he
Etc., Etc.
to her room for the past five months by a
Mill MtMaln* hi* old reputation, and that nopolitical and financial views of one of our

dredging at the mouth

of the

river, at

HEROLD,

E.

Herald.

candidates for Congress,explainedby him-

We

find in the Grand Haven Herald

Ltiiei, Cent!,

that the Goodrich Transportation Company has hauled oft' one of their boats,
ibe Menominee, on tbc line between that

Some

very harsh criticisms are

made

is

A public meeting was

in

regard to the Fitch-Shcrman wedding, and

place and Chicago, and that the Muskegon, there

a disposition in some quarters to

held in Birming-

ham, England, on the 18th

inst., at

ally killed any

and

all

may

chances that be

The

have had.

.

following exhibit shows the pur-

The Grand Jury of Webster County,

chases of one of the leading hotels at Sar- Georgia, publishes the following
atoga, for the season just closed
Beef, tt>* .......................
Mutton, the ..................

Lamb,

tbs

...................

Corned Beef, the ..............
Veal, ....................
Halt Fork, the .................
Hama, ft** ...................
Bacon, tb* .....................
Tongues, tba ...................
VcDlaon, Ibe ...................
Chicken*, lbs ...............
Fowl, lb* .......................
Butter, lb* ....................
Egg*, dos ......................
Milk, qta .....................
Cream, qt a ..................
Flour, hbla ...................
Fiah, varioua klndi, freah, B>b.
Salmon, freah lb* .....

its

:

61,619

21070
11796
2,916
4.761

1.829
8.719
I.910
3.772
267
30,720
II.801

19,095
17,538
39,840
6.287
219
16.579
3,376

as

one of

presentments; "That while we do not

complain at the decrees of an allwise
Providence, we can but deplore the sad
failure of the cotton crop in our county
and adjacent community, and the unremuneralive price likely to be obtained for
the same, yet we arc consoled by the
tering prospects of

flat-

an abundant corn

toiog

be amply sufficientfor all reasonable pur-

till

The following statement of the financial condition of the Ottawa, Muskegon

E. HEROLD.
1874. l-8^s-ly

and West Kent
shows that it

is

Agricultural Society

improving every yean

Indebtednc**of society Kept, 1st, 1873. f 1,150 84.
A* it now Mands:
Mortgage* ..............................
3,000.00
Int to March 1875 ......... ............ 300. ft)
Outstanding script,
Bat.

premiums

1874

'73

At

.................................... 4,457.W
Life mem be rah Ip* and donations .................... f 1.100.0(1
Ca*h ............................ 900,00
$2,000.00

-----

IndebtednessOct. 6,

1874

re-

volvers pursued, but in

Holland,

Mich., Jan. 1st, 1874.

KOFFERH.

tin*

iiiaiiiA & Kiffiass.
Immense Supplies of

band of this place went

down

there

v

Notions and Trimmings,
Hats

&

Caps,
(rroewies,

.
Stoneware,

(ilasswaiv,

^

Provision^

Flour, Feed and Grains.

on

two instancesat Saturday,and spent the evening among

markable. The students are placed at least the bullets took effect in the crowd.
first in cultured families* two iu a place, Emanuel Pragcr, aged 40, -a native of Holwhere their first aim is the mastery of our land, a real estate agent, was knocked
language. They are all under strict sup- down by a bull in Canal street, and hud

CASE PRICES.

................. 2.457.S4

of

been excellent and their progress quite

I

the Lowest

Total

i

re-

Retail
at

GENERAL RETAIL STORE

...............858.09

.....................299 75

\

with

or

ISTETW

bene-

officers

Wholesale

T.

(jooiIh,
A number of Texas steers, while being of Zeeland is beginning to show its
ficial
results
in
more
than
one
direction.
Y
•
... j Y;n , (;oolU
driven through the streets of New York
This time it has taken a musical turn and
rnillisilll^ uoou. ,
There arc now sixty Chinese students the other day, en route to one of the deClothing,
•upported by their government, in Connec- pots, became maddened by the lights and Zeeland is going to have a cornet hand. !
Crockery
The necessary funds have nearly been
ticut and Massachusetts.Thirty came two people moving along tbc street, broke
gathered and on Wednesday a hand
J
years ago, and thirty arrived a year since, loose, and coursing through different
thirteen
instruments
was
organized.
The
and thirty more are expected,in about a streets, injured a number of persons more
seriously.Police

be found at all tlmea, at

DUURSEMA.

The material development and growth\

less

HARRINGTON,

Where may

out strong expressions of dissent.

poses of subsistence for the county.”

fortnight. So far their depot tment has or

E. J.

!

Biotin Prompt Attention,

Holland, Feb. 20th,

husbanded,will

crop, which, if properly

Store,

Oooda of the Best Quality and

J.

ing public.

Brick

Wttr.

The most competent workmen conMantly employed,and all work made up in the
latest Myte and with dlepatch.

moneys to defray

the season. It leaves Chicago,

informationof the travel-

Kitm

nil

FIUDIlTaS

which

condemn General Sherman for permitting
Mondays, such a display. One of the General’s the expense of illuminating the city on the
occasion of the anticipated visit of the
Wednesdays and Fridays, and returning warmest friends assertedon Friday that
Prince of Wales. Opprobriousepithets
will leave Grand Haven Tuesdays, Thurs- hereafter General Sherman could not be
days and Saturdays, immediately after regarded as a strong candidate for the were applied to the Prince of Wales, and
other violent language used which called
the train arrives in the evening. We pub- Presidency,and that this wedding effectu-

Mi,

Al*o a full line of

resolutions were adopted protesting against
the illegal use of public

will make tri weekly trips the balance of

lish this for the

—In the—

body needs to be wanting In anything
which belongsto hi* line of trade.

now

slowly recovering.

from the “stump.”

self

severe illness, from which she is just

the burghers of our neighboring village,

Our Assortment of Goods is complete and selected with
numbers yip\v to accommodate the various classes of Trade,

as we are told to the great satisfaction of
all

the parties concerned. The

of the

aew organization are ns

# WE

follows:— I

J2J

SELL
CHEAE.
kDJiJ-i-J-UJ

a

P.
W. Goozen,
VV
.
P. v.
v. d.
d. Bosch,
Bosch, Mz.,
Mz., J.
J. W.
Goozen, o.
G. /
ervision, and spend each from two to four several teeth broke n and his face contused,
Boiks, A. Heyma, j. Fox, F. Hendriksd, j hverything in the line ot ProtJuee will tinu with us a ready
weeks a year at the “Headquarters’of with probablyfatal internal injuries. Two
market ami the highest prfces.
the Chinese Educational Commission, in | of the beasts ran into the East River at the Ch. v. d. Berg, II. Lungheers.J. de
F.
Fifcr,
T.
Eenenaam,
L. de Groot and
'foot
of
Houston
street.
The
others
were
IVIIO^A.
Hartford, where they arc carefullyexam-

Jong,/

RIVER STREET,

ined as

to.

their habits and progress.

_____________

_

_

_____

Notting.

killed by the; police.
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HOLLAND,

GOOf>Y GRl7N!9ELLfM HOf’SK.

been a paragon of beauty. In

nv LCCT LAIU'OM.
A »i*nrt"ii! fun', b -miil'i a black aiutcb ;
L:kt ;t (1 ii’M* mi a cav- rn lie 6)6,
Betwixt enuHJ fon-btad and c iftk-booc bigb;
Her lonj? ban tUiuefa linrricil to clutch
A e n eitiiotfconc-aied in her rn«ty c oak,
A-1 a eteji»'ii the turf the Ml. Idhw broke ;
While# Kound—nasit curse or hikIi?—
Hiiiotc the eat of the p««»er-bjr,
A dren.T obi house on # betd'and ilope,
laaiDHt the gray of the *e:»,
Where i.'arib n aiul orcuard used to be,
Witcb-jrass #ii(1nettle and Tag- weed Brope—
PauneiH that #' Mia earth'uricliei out—
Nitthtehade .uni heubatie are lurkliiBabout,
Like demon# that enter in
When a soul baa run waste to eiu.
i

ne looked wntcbftdand woebegone;
de-olatH windows wept
With # d w Mint forever drii ped and crept
From tb • mos-grown . ave# ; and ev#r auou
Some id ' wind with n pa^Hiug slap,
Made rn ketv Miutt-r < f aiitiigle llap
Ah w ho with a Jeer should say,
*• Why doe# iho old crone #tay

The
1

ho,

1#

Goody Grunscll'fl house— tt w## all her ovni ;
There wan i o one livingto chi le,
Though he tore every rib from its skeleton #ldo
To kindle a lire when she #,<t alone
With the ghost# tint had leave to go out ami In,
Thro- gh crevice and rent, to tbeeadlesa din
Oi Waves that wild ditMe# droned—
Of winds that muttered and moaned.

And

thin wits the only booty Hho hid
Viub r her .hreidliarecloak—
A strip of w .iin and weBlherodaliicd ons;
Then into her l»ntHome hearth ebe hIHc
And. inch by ineh.HH the Cold year# •pi'd,
Bh» was l-urmiig tho house over her head ;
Why net - when each separate room
Held more than a lifetime'*gloom
.'

Ooodv Gruusell's house— not

memory

a

glad

illtimimd bare ceilingor wall
But erui J shadow# w.nud lonietiiuesfall
On the tl'ior; and far. # eerie and sad
At dusk would p cr in at tb^ broki n j sue,
While ghostly step# puttered through thu rain,
Hendlug the blood with a H‘art
To her c.'ujdy, shriveled heart.
;

,

Mr.
“ What will he do to her, mum? Cure
Potten's section of socit ty no special her?”
smoking- room is provided, and infants
“ I hope so, dear.”
sleep peaceably amidst the fumes of to“Then why can’t I have her back
bacco. Per baps that may be a reason when she’s cured, dear mum ?”
why fever, though rampant enough, is
“ Because, though she might not do
not more rampant in certain districts. yon any harm, dear, it’s safer, on acWell, Mr. Potten sat smoking, Mrs. count of other 'people, that we should
Potten sat sewing, and Dot lay sleeping. get rid of her altogether.”
Mr. aud Mrs. Potten had a deal table
“ Poor Candace! I hope she’ll soon
between them ; aud on tho table stood get well,” murmured the invalid sleepa common sort of lamp, which gave a ily.^ “ And I hope,” she added, 14 that
very good light by means, if smell can she’ll not make any other little girls as
be defended on, of paraffine oil. Dot ill as I have been.”
lay sleeping; but anybody who supCandace, queen of the Ethiopians,
poses that she occupied her own little was the name which the little invalid
cot with its snow-white coverlet,, and had given to her plaything,a black doll.
other accessories which make such It had been included amongst a number
pretty pictures of slumberingchild- of articles which “tho man” had carhood, would bo very much mistaken. ried oil to be destroyed, or “cured,” as
Mr. Potten’shumble establishment did the little invalid would have said. The
not admit of so much luxury aud inde- lady knew nothing of “ the man,” but
pendence. Mr. nnd Mrs. Potten and that he bad been authoritatively recomDot all shared the same bed, wl ich, mended as a regular practitioner in such
though by no means large, took up a matters. She had paid him well, and
considerableportion of the apartment. had strongly advised him to destroy
The bad had a coverlet of patchwork, everything, or, at any rate, to bake,
old and faded. And yet it was anything smoke, steam, boil, aud disinfect everybut an ugly spectaclethat presented it- thing thoroughly. Unless he faithfully
self to tho husband and wife whenever promised to do at least the latter, she
they looked in Dot’s direction. The j would see if she could not find some
bed linen was clean, though coarse ; and 1 other means of riddance. And “ tho
there, with her head between two pil- man ” had replied : “All right, ma’am ;
lows, lay Dot. Her fair hair, very long don't you go for to be afraid; I know
for her age, streamed out in all direc- all about it.” Bur somehow his manner
tions ; the long lashes of her closed was a little contemptuous; his eye
eyes drooped on her cheeks ; her smil- twinkled, and his mouth sniggered in a
ing mouth, half open, showed a few by no means reassuring fashion. And
white teeth; her chubby little arms so he hud gone his way ; and she did
were folded around the neck and body, not eveu know his name, which was
and her little chin rested, as has been Potten.
said, upon the woolly head of the black
Aud so the lady and tho little invalid
doll. And the black doll, with a ring went to the sea-side ; and the latter
through its nose, a necklace of beads grew strong aud plump and rosy again.
round its throat, aud a faring yellow
And Candace and “ the man ” were
frock upon its body, was gorgeous to clean forgotten.
behold.
Meanwhile,Dot had been getting on

There were no sweet flowers, no violets,
Cows need extra feed, or they will fall
no primroses, no daffodils for poor little oil in milk. Corn, or the green fodder
Dot, to catch her eye and soothe her should be given them daily in addition
senses ; no grapes and no blood oranges to their pasture. Carbolic soap suds
to moisten her parched lips. Aud left to dry upon their legs will keep
whenever her father drew near her flies at a distance. Three hours at noon
pillow, she, when the delirious fit was in a cool, clean stable will be a grateful
upon her, would turn away her face and change for them from a hot, unshaded
mutter : “Do away, buck man ; do pasture.
away, back man 1”
Prince & Co.'* Organa.
The eighth day came aud passed
;

and Dot passed away in the twilight.
Potten had scarcelyspoken a word as
long as the fever lasted ; but now, as
he stood looking with a ghastly face,
and dry, fierce eyes at the tiny corpse
before him, he said, iu slow, distinct,
deliberate tones: “Susan I’ve killed
my child.”
Mrs. Potten, for a moment, hushed
her sobs, aud stared at him iu blank

Old Humbugs Discabdud — Thank
heaven, the old-schoolpractice is passing away. Ipecac, aloes, calomel, blistering, tho lancet, and (worse than all),
medicated rum, have given place to a
new remedy, which bids fair to become
the universalmedicine of mankind. Vinamazement.
“Look here,” continuedPotten, in egar Bitters is that remedy. It is deslow, husky tones : “I kuowed tliere'd tined to take precedence of all other
bin fever in the house where this come curatives now before the world. The
from ; the lady that gave it to me pharmacopoeiaaud conspectus of the
begged and prayed o’ mo to burn it, or, regular faculty contain nothing that
leastways,to burn the elo’es and the will compare with it. Every day hunhair, aud bake aud scour and reg’lar dreds of the sick are emancipating
disinfect tho rest on it ; hut I wps afraid themselves from eyat< ms of treatment
o’ sp’ilin’ it, and— aud— ns they was which entail great expense and do no
always disinfectin’everything iu t/iat good, and are flying to this oho up and
house, I never give it a second thought, absolutely certain means of rt lief. Dysand— aud— I— give it— /irr;” nnd, with P psui, rheumatism, 1 ver complaint,
a sob that shook bis win -le body, he periodic fevers, sick headache, kidney
threw down m on the patchwork coun- diseases, const ipa* ion, nervous affections, and iu short all maladies, acute or
terpane the black doll.
chronic,
which do not involve the irrepMrs. Potten had listened to him with
a face that grew paler and graver, and arable injury of some vital organ, are
more horror-stricken at every word he cured by thin pure inalcoholicvegetable
•

uttered ; but all she said was, in a voice
full of awe and agony : “ Ob, John !”
For she had not been a forbearing wife,
It was the only reproach she made
Nor a loyal husband's mate;
him ; but it may bo that there is more
The twain had been one but iu fear and bate,
And the horror f that inverted lite
iu a tone than iu words.
Had net spent itself on their souls lions
Potten walked slowly to the door, and
From the bitter root evil buds had blown
There were births that blighted grew,
left the room. He looked like a man in
And died— and no gladness knew.
Mr. Potten arose from his seat, and famously with “dear Blaekie.” No a dream. He did not return that night,
went
softly up to the bed; and there doubt Candace, queenof the Ethiopians, aud Mrs. Potten was alarmed. He did
The house unto nobody home had been,
was a moisture in his eyes when he re- had fallen considerablyiu the socialscale ; not return the next day or night, aud
But a lair of pain and shame
Could any tt# witheredmistress blame,
turned. He resumed his seat, and said hut it is a question whether she had ever the neighbors were alarmed. They
Who songht fr< m Its emliers a spark to win,
chuckling; Lord love her ! How hap- before been treated with so much defer- thought, too tru'y, that the poor man
A warmth for the body, to sonl refused ?
ence. Dot never did anything without had gone distracted, was mad with grief
Much ne-tlonmgran through her thoughts con- py she does look 1”
futed.
consulting“dear Blaekie.” She ob- and the sense of having been the cause
“Sue
never
had
a
doll
afore,
you
As she slipped with her s|>oil from eight,
know, Potten,” rejoined his wife, a tained that sable personage’spermission of the death of his child. In this belief,
Could the uead assert their right ?
care-worn but cheerful, nice-looking befora she even dared to put into her they naturally expected to find him on
The ep’.iuh red board, like a dagger'# blade,
woman, “bar them little halfpenny mouth a single piece of .bread and but- the river side. Aud there, on the third
Goody Grunsell cowering hid,
ter or a sip of milk and water. Nay, day, they found him— at low waterones.”
As if the nouse had a voice that chid,
When wound after wound in it# side she made;
“But she’s bin a-cryin’,” remarked the maternal authority itself had to be drowned.
As if the wraith# of her children cried
Potten, witu a look of inquiry. “I see backed up by the influence of the late
From their graves, to denounce her a homicide
Queen Candace. On the third eveniug
While the sea. up the weedy path.
two little stains on her little nose.”
Two Rich Men,
Groaned,spuming in wordless wrath.
Yes,” assented Mrs. Potten with a of Dot’s possession of her treasure— A New York correspondentof the
light laugh. “We had a few words! “Now, Dot, it’s time to go to bed;
Cincinnati Gazette writes : “The chief
The hou#c. with it# pitifnl, haunted look—
about the doll: she’d had it playing
a good gal, ’ Mrs. Potten said,
Old tioodr,niore piteous etill,
holder of personal estate in this city
Augry and sad, a# the night fed chill with all the blessed day, and I thought “ S’all we do to bed, dear B’ackie ?”
is Commodore Vanderbilt, who is estiThey are pictures of a long-loutbook.
she’d do better without it abed. But Dot asked ; and then she cried exult
But the wmoows oi mauy a human face
mated at $40,000,001), the largest part
Show tenants that bum t!i»-ir own dwelling-place; she would have dear Blaekie, as she antly: “No, mother; dear B'ackie
of which is in railway property. He
And specter and fiend will roam
calls it ; aud wouldn’t even have it un- savs we mustn’t do to bed yet, but wait
owns enough in tlie Connecticutriver
Tliromdi the heart which is not love's home.
dressed. So I let her have her own for da.”
—Aflantir Monthly.
and New Haven roads to be a director
way, and that stopped her cryin’ and
4 You’d better ask dear Blaekie again, ”
in each, and ho also owns tho controlmade her happy again.”
Mrs. Potten replied, for she was a kind, ling interest in the Central, .Hudson and
THE BLACK DOLL.
44 What’s the harm ?” growled Potten.
patient, aud judicious, but firm mother. Lake Shore, besides his stock iu Ohio
“Bless
her little heart.”
There was a short pause; and then ami Mississippi aud other important
Dot waa a little girl five years old,
“It
must
have
cost
a lot o’ money, Dot said, with a knowing • laugh
roads. It was said of George Peabody
the only child left to her parents, whoso
other children all lay sleeping a still that doll," said Mrs. Potten, “what “ Dear B’ackie says we’d better do to that he made almost the entire bulk of
sounder sleep under four tiny mounds with the size on it, and the ornaments, bed to-night, and sit up for da some his enormous wealth after his fiftieth
and what not.”
other night.”
of green turf. The parents were poor,
year. I think a strouger statement
“Ah!
I
dare
say,”
observed
Potten
“Ah! dear Blackie’s a good sort,” can be made of the Commodore, for he
and lived in oue poor room “ over tho
water,” that is on the Surrey side of the with indifference.
Mrs. Potten admitted, as she proceeded has made the largest part ot his money
“You’d never have bin able to huy to undress her obedient little Dot.
Thames. The mother did what she
since he was sixty— that is, within the
Aud Dot, ere she closed her eyes in last score of years. I suppose that
could with her needle and her scissors one like it,” con tinned Mrs. Potten with
and her iron to increase the meins of much emphasis.
sleep, kissed her black doll, and said, when the war broke out he was not
asseufcedPotten with a “ Dood night, dear B’ackie. Dod b’ess worth five millions. Tho incessantand
subsistence earned by her husband,
who plied some mysterious vocation on short laugh. “Ah! it’s an ill wind as ’on.'’
enormous increase of railroad values,
blows nobody any good.”
the river-side, and when he was not enThat same evening Mr. Potten, whose aud the colossal extent of his opera“But you never told me where you
gaged in that vocation, performed “odd
avocations nearly always took him tions, have brought an increase so stujobs” in all parts of London. And some got it from,” remarked Mrs. Pott«n. away from home all day, and who, con- pendous as to remind us of the old stoof them were very fine odd jobs. He 44 Yon onlv said it was given to you.”
sequently, seldom had an opportunity ries of Oriental magic. The only in“What’s the odds?” said Potten,
was one of those men who are so yery
of observingDot nnd her ways, was stance in which real and personalestate
useful when you have something to get yawning. “Here, I’m tired; I’m a goin’ treated by her to a little comedy, which is combined almost equally in the vast
rid of, and are at your wits’ end to to bed. Come, make haste.”
he, as a father, found more laughter- possessions of one individual is found
And Mr. and Mrs. Potten were soon
know what to do ; when, for instance,
moving than anything ever performed in A. T. Stewart. He owns enough in
your little dog has died, and you don’t asleep, with Dot and the black doll be- by Liston, Wright or Toole. D«t was each of these shapes of wealth to make
know what to do with the body ; or tween them.
restless, and woke up while her fattier a dozen men rich. In point of real
when there is a contagiousdisease Let us change the time and scene. It was taking his pipe aud drop of beer.
estate he has two great dry goods estababroad, and it seems advisable to have shall be the same day, but earlier in the
And Dot insisted upon sharing his ishments on Broadway, also the Metcertain things disinfected or destroyed. evening ; and the place shall be a com- pipe nnd beer with “dear B’ackie,” ropolitanHotel, and the former UniOn all such occasions Potten was your fortable house on the Middlesex side of who, she asserted, had always been ac- tarian Church. Add to these the Bapman. He would do anything for next the River Thames, and on the borders customed to tobacco in “B’ackie’s tist Church iu Amity street, now used
to nothing, or at any rate for a mere of Tyburnia. It is early spring, about land,” and liked beer 44 froffed up,” or, as the stables of bis business teams,
tnfle ; anything, at least, that was not an hour after sir.set, and a little girl as Mr. Potten himself expressed it,
the Depean row, in Bleecker street,and
dishonest,for a more honest man than some seven years of age is being put to 44 with a head on.” So “dear Blaekie” above all his Fifth avenue palace, which
Potten did not exist. Nor had the re- bed. She is evidently an invalid. Her was placed in a sitting posture upon the cost $1,000,000.In personal estate is
pulsive nature of the work on which he pretty little face is t‘ in and pale ; her table, was propped up against a candle- his stock in trade, capital and bills rewas frequently employed resulted in any hands are almost tra- sparent ; she tot- stick, and in a silent language, inter- ceivable, which must be $10,000,000,
corresponding repulsivenessin the man ters if she attempts to walk alone. A preted by Dot, contributed greatly to and a large quantity of bank stock. In
himself. He had a sallow, gaunt face, lady and maid-servant are present in the the hilarity of the
this manner Stewart wields both classes
,
it is trne, for the lines had not fallen room, and lender tho necessary as“Lord love her little heart!” ex- of property. He has differedentirely
unto him in pleasant places; but he sistance. The little girl has just had a claimed Potten, as he wiped tears of from Vanderbiltin this point. The
smiled when he did smile, very bright- bath, to judge from plain indications amusement from his eyes when Dot had latter has invested almost solely in railly, and his manner, especially toward and she is now being arrayed in the sunk exhausied to sleep; “she’s as way stocks, while the former has eschildren, was very winning. No doubt most dainty little night dress, and good as any play ; that ’ere doll’s a for- chewed this form of property iu a very
his heart was under the softening in- gently laid in the most dainty little oot, tun’ to us.”
peculiar maimer. He has a strong
fluence of a double memory— of Dot and with the most dainty appliances.
But the next evening Potten was not affinityfor those things which pertain
of the tiny graves. But Potten had Otherwise the room aud indeed the so well entertained. Dot, it appeared, to trade aud to this alone. It is said
certainly one unpleasant peculiarity; whole house, presents an unfurnished had been seized with a shivering fit, that his estates cannot bo less than $30,there were times when he looked the appearance ; all tho furnitureseems to and was now sleeping heavily, breath- 000,000. ”
very incarnation of skepticism ; disbe- be huddled together in out-of-way ing stertorously,and tossing uneasily,
Mysteries of Vegetation.
lief stood confessed in tho twinkle places, and there is a notable absence with a skin as hot and dry as a burning
of his eye, in the wrinkle around his of carpets from the floors. Wherever coal. But poor people shrink from the
The Opelousas (La.) Journal gives
nose, in the lines about his mouth, in you turn you see basins or other uten- expense of a doctor ; and the Potteus an account of a white-oak tree, iu the
the sound of his snigger. Sternly ad- sils filled with a red liquid, as if there resolved to see what a night would bring parish of Calcasieu, which has, iu the
monish him, tearfully begof him, solemn- had been
general nose-bleeding forth. The night brought forth a sore course of its growth, accomplisheda
ly abjure him to be very careful, and so throughout the house. Moreover, there throat, so sore that it seemed as if Dot curious feat. The trunk of the tree is
take the greatest precautions on his is a pervading smell as of soot, from would be choked. There was no help
feet in diameter, and rises to the
own account, and nis wife’s, and his which the experienced would infer dis- for it ; a doctor must be called, and Pot- height of about 25 or 30 feet without
children’s, if he bad any ; and he would infectants.In the little girl’s own room ten, on his way to work, engaged one throwing out a single branch. About
answer impatiently: “All right, sir; stands a table on which are arranged, to to 44 look in.” The doctor looked in, 12 or 16 feet above the base of the oak,
to be sure 1 will, ma’am * don’t you go please the eye aud smell and taste, wall- and looked serious. He sent medicine,
the limb or stem of a pine tree, 6 or 8
for to be afraid
but all the while his flowers, violets, primroses,daffodils, aud word that he would, look in again inches in diameter and 12 to 16 feet
manner and his laugh were as much as jonquils, grapes and blood-orangts. in the evening. In tho evening he long, passes directly through tho center
to say : “ Tat, tut ! It’s all a pack of Cheap photographsand cheap picture- came, and Potten was there.
of its shaft, projecting several feet benibb'sh; no harm shall happen unto books, which may rerve to amuse for
Dot was one bright red flush, to the yond each side. The oak inclosesthe
me." Thus does familiarity breed the moment, and may be afterwards d » very whites of her eyes.
pine tightly, aud is as perfectly solid at
contempt. Who is it that lights his sir yed without compunction on the
“ What is it, sir, please ?” asked Pot* this point as at every other. The quespipe over the powder magazine ? Who score of extravagance,are scattered in .ten, with white and trembling lips.
tion is, How did the pme and the oak
is it that burns a naked caudle in the all directions. When the little girl has
44 Well,” said tho doctor, 44 it is best get into so strange a position toward
deadly atmosphere of the mine ? And been made quite comfortable, the lady to tell you, in order that you rany take each other? The pine is dead, but the
yet Potten was most scrupulously care- sits down by the side of the cot, aud precautions.It is a very bad case of tuipeutine in its cells preserves it from
ful in all that concerned his employers; prepares to coax the invalid to sleep.
scarlet fever.”
decay, aud conjecturehelplesslywonhe may have laughed at them in his
“ Am I well now, dear mum ?* asks
Potten groaned heavily, dropped down ders how it ever got. through the oak,
sleeve, but, whether it were from a con- tho invalid.
by the bedside, and hid his face in the or the oak ever got around it.
scientious sense of duty, or from fear
44 Nearly well, dear,” replies mamma. clothes.
In Mallet woods there is another
of consequences iu case of . detected “ We are going to the sea-side to-mor“Come, be a man,” strid the doctor, white-oakthat presents a curious feaneglect, he performed their order, as row, and then you will get quite strong touching him on the shoulder; “don’t ture. The trunk is of considerablesize,
regarded thcmndvea, to the very letter. and well again.”
give way like that. I’ve known worse and divides into two prongs about 1 j
Such was the man who sat contented“ But if I’m not well, why can’t I go cases recover.
fevt above the ground, which run up
ly smoking his pipe iu the room where on having Candace to sleep with mo?”
Potten got up and stared about him separately perhaps 15 fott, and then'
Dot lay sleeping,and hngiug iu her asked the invalid.
like one distraught.
unite again into a single, solid stem.
arms a large black doll, with merry
“Candace has gone away, darling.”
The doctor gave his directions to The two prongs are each, say, 1J feet
black eyes, laughing mouth aud grin44 Where to, mum?”
Mrs. Potten; and with a kind “good in diameter ; but, when they become
ning teeth, but without arms— not a
“1 don’t know, darling. She was night,” departed.
one again, the single stem is smaller in
doll that most girls would fancy, but, tftkep-' away by the man when he took
The eighth day was approaching, and circumference than the two stems measDot loved it aud fondled it as if it had the other things.”
Dot was in a high state of delirium. ure taken separately.
'
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Five octavea,two full Beta of reeds.
Bond walnut laaea, elegant breuae finish. '
Price, with aix utopa, fi25 ; eight atope, $180.
Addreaa Iteed’a Temple of Music, Chicago.

restorative.

To have good health the liver must
bo k*>pt in order Hanford'*I.iver luvigorutor has become a staple fumi y medicine.
Purely vegetablo--CHtli»r!icaid Ponio-— for
"II derangement* of Liver, Stomach and
B twels; clear# the complexion,cure* wickhea ache. Shun imitations. Try .Sanford'*
Lintr Inviqorator.

Do

;

44

q

5

you ever think that a neglected
or cold may lead to soil* us conee-

cough

quMicoh ? In the early atages of lungOiseate
take Wish art’ij Pine Tree Tar Cordial It can
always be relied upon.

The fact that tiva million of pairs of BILYK It-TIPPED Bhoes are made a year shows
how those who use them fed about it. They
knew that they last three times hh b n^.

;

!

Gained Fifteen Folds of Flesl.

..

Boctii Biuwick, Me., Jan. 17, 1672.
R STiVKN#, Ksq.:
Dear Sir— I have ..ad Dysnepiia In t# wont form
for the l##t ten year#, ud have aken hundred# of
dollar#' worth of medic ue withoutob atutuK any
relief In Bept mber lait I coram-nced takingthe
Veuetink, ace which timo m , health has it adilytmp oved. My food digest# well, uud I hare
gained fifteenpound# of tiesh. Thcro a e several
(.the # iu this place taking the VkUKiiKK, aud all
hare obtainedrelief. Your#, tiuly

H

„ k

THOMAS B. MOORE,

Overseer oi^the Card Rjora, I’ortiuiouih Co.’f

4

:

DYSPEPSIA.
SYMPTOMS— Want ofappotl e, rlaingoffoodand
wind* oin tho stomach, acidity of the atoma'.h,
heart! urn, drynes# and whiteioeiothe tongue
in tno u Okniug, teuseof distension in th atenuch
aud bowels, sometimes rumb tug auu palu; eostiveneh#,which is occasionallyinterruptedby
diarr tea; palenessof the urine. Th- mouth is
clammy, or has a soar or bitter taste. Otuer frequent symptoms are wateibrash. palpitation of
ihe heart, oes .acbe, and ms ruors(f the senses,
as seeing double, Ac. There is gaueral debility,
languor, and aversion to motion; dejection of the
spirits,disturbed s.eep, aud Irigntfuiureams.

“Not

evening;

;

_

FEEL MYSELF

ANEW MAN.

Natick, Mass , June

1,1S72.

H R. Stevies:
Dour Sir— Through the advice and earnest persuasi n i f li*v. K. 8. Best, of this pLoe, I have
been taking Veuetink for Dyspepsia,of which 1
have buffei ed lor years. I h tve used o ly t wo bottle#, aud alruuay ieel myself m new man. RespectDR. J. W. CARTER.

Mr.

fully,

A Source of Great Anxiety.
daughter hat raceived great benefit from the
f VkoKti.ni. H r dec.tnlngheal h was a
source of great anxiety to all of h r Mends. A
few bottle# of the V EoaTiNK restoredh^r health,
atreiiRth,and appetite. N. II. TiLDEN,
Ins. and Kaal Estate Act., 49 Bears' Building.
Sly

use

i

Button, Haas., June

What

I

6,

1672.

Know About

Vegetine.

Bourn liQBTOR, May 9,1670
H. R. Btkvikb:
Dear oir— I have had considerableexperience
with the VaoKTiHK.For Dyspep-ia,GeneralDeblli y, and Impure Blood, the Vkoktinr t. superior to anything which I have ever used. I commenced taking Vboktihk about the middle of last
winter, and after using * few bottles it entirely
cured me of dyspepsia,and my b'ool never was
In so g»ud conditionus at the present time. It
will afford me pleasureto give any further par*
tlcu ara relative to what 1 know about this good
medicine to ny one who will call or address me
at my residence, 3B6 Athens street.Very re«psct-

fully,

MONR
ShO

Vesretme

is

B PARKER,
Athens Street.

Sold by aU Druggists.

Wisharfs
Pine Tree Tar

a

•

Cordial

!

Nature’sCreat

Remedy
FOR ALL
l

Throat A Lung
Diseases.
For Sale by all

Druggists

and Storekeepers.

^|oiie

L«t the People Speak.

Man

B, V.

Pi

ha i tan, Kan., April,
mce, Buffalo.N. Y.:

8,

y-Maklnq Rmp£o£m»nf.

Deah 8ib : Your Favorite Prescription has
done my wife a world of good. She has taken nearly two bottles, and has felt better the
paet two weeks than at any time in the past
two years. No more periodicalpains ; none
of that aching back or dragging sensationin
her stomach she has been accustomed to for
several years. I have so much confidencein
it that I would be perfectly willing to warrant
to certain customersof oura who would be
glad to get hold of relief at any expense. I
have tried many Patent Medicines, but never
had any occasionto extol one before. Very
truly
Geo. B. Whitino.
Mrs. E. R. Dale, Metropolis, III., writes,
Jan. 9th, 1873:
“Du. R. V. Pierce— My sister is using the
Favorite Prescriptionwith great benefit.
Mary Ann Fbisbib, Lehman, Pa., writes,
May 29, 1872:
“Dr. R. y. Pierce— What I have taken of
your medicine has been of more benefit tome
than all others and hundreds of doctors' bills."

yours.

Patent Adjustable Klbovv.
8*rgent, Greenleaf A Brooks, of that live
village. Chicago, advertisean Adjustable
Elbow for stovopipe and other purposes,that,
for novelty and ntility,is unapproachable.
It

little

verv compact, strong and symmetrical,and
or parlor. Its great dis*
tingnisbingfeatureis, that, it is not only one
of tbs best and cheapestof elbows, but can
bo instantly adjnntod by any one to odd angles, or corners,and thus, in the language of
Fares A Fischer, of Cincinnati— who'usod over
100 dozen of them in 1873—
wte often
more than five dollar* in time and money
in *etting up a tingle ttove.”
Hargent, (Ireenleaf A Brooks also sell the
celebratedHargent A Greenleaf Lock, universally acknowledgedthe best in the world for
store, dwelling, club-toom,office ornnueydrawor, or elsewhere,where safety and convenience are desired. In the language of the
Chicago Time*, “sneak thieves are disgusted
with tliera."

{-The chcacsst in the world-importers*
prices— largest Company in America—
staple article— pleaaee everybody
T.aae increasing— Ageute wanted everywhere—
beet Inducemeute—don’t delay-»end for Circular
to ROBERT WELLS, 43 Vesey 8t., N.Y., P.O.Box 1*7.

___
TEASi

Safk and Bure.— Dr.

Wilhoft'sTonic is curative and protective. It
will cure Chills and protect from further attacks. Its reputation is established.Its
composition is simple and scientific.It contains no poison. It acts promptly, and its
effects are permanent. It is cheap, because it
saves doctors’ bills. It is harmless, s|>eody in
action and delightful in its effects. Try it and
prove \U that's said. Woeelock, Finmt A
Co., Proprioto.s,Now Orleans.
For Sale by all Dbuooists.

Ann's Teeth.— A lady sitting in her
parlor, and engaged in the dreamy contemplation of the mustache of the young
gentleman who was to escort her and
her sister to a musical festival,was suddenly awakened by an ominous whisper
in a juvenile voice at the door, “You’ve
got Ann’s teeth, and she wants ’em.”
Bathboki.Hard A Co.’s unrivaledcook and
heating stoves are the fruit of thirty years'
experiments, with the best materialand most
skillful

workmen.

The Elmwood Collar

is a novelty.
It has all the edges folded,a lino cloth surface, and is tho beat fitting collar ever made.
-JV. r. tom.

NEW

106

8.

SEWING MACHINE

HOG RINGER.

Akfiin^eJ

No. 6

For Leather Work and Heavy Tailoring.

W&sw

ri

4

X’A

Walker's California Vin-

egar Hitters arc a

purely Vegetable

Wheeler 4 Wilson’s Family Sewing Machine was
tlic Sierra Nevada inmintainsof CaliforHardwareDtalara Sal 1 Ttirm.
Rinfergl, Wnfipr 100&Vt», the first Introduced into the householdfor general
nia, the medicinal properties of which
Toofra | l.M, by mail, poat paid, use, and for more f/iau (wenty v«irs has stood onClicularafraa, Adtlnaa
rivaled. More than 1,000,001) have been a -Id, a arc extracted therefrom without tke use
IL W. Uitl. ACQ, Deoatar, III,
number far exceedingthe total salea of any other of Alcohol;
question is almost

The

CORN-HUSKER.

machine of its class.
daily asked, “What is the cause of the
Wheeler 4 Wilson's New No.6 Bewlng Machinela
unparalleled success of Vixuoak HitIt will pick the corn from the etalke. and huak evdesigned to do in a superior manners wider range
ery car, large and umall. Capacity 1.000 buabeU per
ters?”
Our answer is, that they remove
day. It elevate* the corn to tho crib and the (talks of work than any sewing machine heretofore proto the stark. The latter being crushed, make duced. It Is especially adapted to the stitchingol the cause of disease, and tho patient regood f dder. With a 2-horse power it will do the hoots and shoes, harness, carriage trimmings, gtvves, covers his health. They are the great
work of IX) men. Save your husks ; they come out
clean, and are worth per ton in N. T. Made father uork generally,bags, hosiery,clothing, and blood purifierand a life-givingprinciple,
and warranted by Wells. French 4 Co., Chicago, heavy fabrics of every description.It ts intended

lor

Illuminated Circulars to
LEWIS & BERtfY,
Sole wiam adorers. Chicago- III.

a

perfect Renovator

BOOTS AND SHOES-WHOLESALE.
DOOOBTT, BASSETT 4 BILLS, 29 te 31 Lake. - ---0. M. HRNDKRSON 4 CO 290 to 222 Madlann.
ORBRNSFRLUF.R,ROSENTHAL 4 CO.. 4 36 Lake.
PHELPS, DODGK 4 PALMER, 48 and 60 Wabash-av.
.

84

0. 8. WlCIIAkDSON 4 CO., 128 to 130 Franklin.
T. B. WkBER 4 CO, 127 and 129 Market.

CHILDREN'S CARRIAGES. ROCKING HORSES,
SLEIGHS. Etc.

JAMES

B.

THOMAS, Manufacturer,114 N.

Peoria.

CHINA, GLASS AND QUEENSWARE.
BOWEN A KENT, 262 to 264 Wabash av.

COMMISSIONEROF DEEDS FOR ALL STATES AND
TERRITORIES,AND U. S. COMMISSIONER.
SIMEON W. KING, 168 LaSalle, Boom 5, first floor.
DRUGGISTS-WHOLESALE.
1.

BURNHAM 4

BON, 42 and 64 Lake.

ENGRAVER.SEALS. PRESSES. BURNING-BRANDS,
SOAP STAMPS, STEEL AND BRASS STAMPS.
L BOCUK, 171 B. Randolph.
ENGRAVERS.

and

luvigorator S. D. CHILDS, JR., 4 CO., lift Franklin.
of
the
system.
Never
before
in tho
ENGRAVERS’ STENCILS AND STOCK.
speed than other machines by ateam urotlierpowhistory of tho world has a medicinehern C. H. HANSON, SB Bputh Clark.
er, and is rspidly gaining that pre-eminencefor
mauufacturli g purposes which their family ma- compounded .possessingihe mmukublo
FLOWERS AND STRAW GOOOS-SPECIALTY.
chine has long maintainedin the household.8end rpmlitios of Vinkgau Hi rmts in hcnling the DALY, HEN BOTIN 4 CO., 144 and 146 W’abash-av.
sick of every disease man is heir to. They
for Circular,giving teatimonlals and description
FURNITURE.
of the machine to
are a gcnllo Purgativeas well as a Touic.
A. L. HALF. 4 DRO., 200, 20J. 204 and 206 Randolph.
relieving Congestion or Inllnmnmtion ol
Wheeler & Wilson M’fy Co.,
the Liver and Visceral Organs, in bilious
GLASS SHOW-CARD PAINTER.
OMft Uroadway, New York.
Diseases.
J. J.O. BUKGIIOFFKR,100,201 and 203 K. Randolph
be operated either by foot, or at a hlgbrr rate ol

to

The properties of Dn. Walker’s
GUNS. CUTLERY. FISHING TACKLE.
A Ep 0ft A per day at home. Terms free. Address
v
v b U Oko. Stinson k Co., Portland, Maine. Vinegar IhTTKRK are Aperient. Diaphoretic. Address W. K. BPKNCKR 4 CO , 68 State. Est. 1637.
Carminative, Nutritious.Laxative. Diuretic.
HARDWARE AND CUTLERY-WHOLESALE.
Sedative, Countei Irritant, Sudorific. Altera- BKRnF.HGKK 4 IIIIKAKF.Y, 3H to 40 Lake.
tive, aud Anti-Iiilious.
EDWIN HUNT 4 SONS, 6H and U) Lake.

J

CUSHING’S MANUAL
Of Parliamentary Practice,
Rules of proceedingand debate tn deliberative
aiBcmblics.An indis/tensable
hand-hookfor every
member of « achherativebody, and tho authority in
all Che States.
"The most authoritativeexpounder of American pari amentary law.”-Cha(.Sumner.
price 65 c-uts Sent by matlon receipt of price.
Address THOMPSON, BROWN 4 00., Boston, Mass,

STEINWAY

Grateful Thousands proclaim Vinegar Bitters tho most wonderful InSuperior to all others. Bvery Piano Warranted
Fire Years. IllustratedCatalogues, with Price

for

List, mailed free ou application.

8TE1NWAY 4

80NB,

Nos. 107, ICO 4 111 Bast 14th btreet,New York.

FOK NK Utl.Y THIRTY \ KAHN TUB
h

RICHMOND PRINTS

have been heiu in high esteem by ihtsu who use a
Calico They are produced lu all tho novelties of
changing fa hious, and in conse.vatiTcstyles
suited to the «auts of many persons. Among the
latteraie the

“Standard Cray Styles,”
proper for the house or street-beautiful
in designs and pleasing in coloring.

“CHOCOLATE STANDARD STYLES,"
in great variety, and widely known as most serviceable prints.Nothing better for dully wear.
These goods hear tickets us quuted above. Your retailer ehould have them, and your examination
and approval will coluclde.

AUEKTN WANTKD FUR THIC

TRUE HISTORY
EROOETN

SCANDAL.

The astounding revelations aud startling <Ms'
closure* made In this wotk are creating the most
intense desire tn the minds of the poop.e to obtain
it. It gives the wholo inn -r history < f tho Gnat
Scandal, and is the only full and nuf/ienfn- work on
the subject. It veils at sUht. Send (or terms to
Agents aud a full dt sc iptionof thework. Address
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., Chicago, HI., or
St. Louis,
'

Mo.

;S?t3S£2

for our

The Northwestern Horse-Nail Co.’s
S,

“ Finished " Nail is the best in tho world.

i=

|f

is

Fits

&

Any Angle.

c-+

P

CD

immm*
aisfS
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The Rice Divorce Suit for fraud in age, it
causing great excitement In Boston. It should

Fell from a Itnllmnri Car, and nearly broke
biauock. Pat picked him up, rubbed him with
Uexican Hustaug Liniment,and amt him ou by
the next train. Palls, bruises, cuts, contusions,
lameness and such accident*are constantly occurring. There is nothing so sure, safe, cheap
and couveuieutas the celebratedMustang Liniment. ItcoitabutMcenta and $'..00 per bottle,
and no Family or owner of Horsca should bo without It. There la no flesh, bone or muscle ailment
upon max or animal, like Rheumatism, Bruisea,
Spavlu and Lameness, which it will not alleviate
or cure. Why will you suffer f Beware of counterfeits. It Is wrapped In a steel plate engraving,
signed “0. W. Westbrook,Chemist."

*1 h A

tive herbs found on the lower ranges oj

Patent

lia Balm upon her face, uock and handa. Poor
yout^t He probably found her elbowa we en't
qulte'so aoft and pretty. Ought Hagan to be indicted We kaow of many similar cases. This
Balm gives a most wonderful pearly and natural
complexion, to which we don’t object. We like
pretty women. To rtnlah the picture, they should
use Lyon's Kathalrouupon the hair. With pearly
chin, rosy cheeks, and soft, luxurious tresses,
they become irrtsistiblt,

Dr. J.

I

pro pn ration, uiatle eliioily fiuni tlio na-

1S.MO.OM niwfc

OfFiciall" Approved
Send address and 3c. stomp

South Clark.

BOOKSELLERSAND STATIONERS.
JANSEN, McCLURO 4 CO., 117 to 110 State.
W. B. KEEN, COOKE 4 CO., 113 to lift Slat*.

SEWINQ MACHINE

GRANGERS.

12ft

BAKING POWDER AND EXTRACTS.

NEW

EMBLEMATIC BADGE FOR

4 Li ROY,

DR. PRICE'S. Steels 4 Price Mfre., 201 4203 8 Water,
Chicago, 204 N. 2d, St. Louis, 244 Main, ClucinoatL

advertisers

<4

HIATT

AWNINGS. TENTS, TWINES AND CORDAGE.
GILBERT, HUBBARD 4 CO., 220 to 230 South Wattr.

AND

writes that

warn young men not to marry in haste. Rice

ARTIFICIAL UMBS.
Da.

FOR FAMILY USE,

tho Stein way plan* is a musical angel.

but 23; hit bride 37. He sweara that she made him
believe she was but his own age, by using Uagno-

AGRICULTURALIMPLEMENTS.
CHICAGO 8CRAPBB A DITCHER CO., 56 LaSatU.

6th Street,Philadelphia, Pa.

Ask Your Stove Dealer
Henry Ward Beecher

IM-StM

"Ladiki’ Pbixsd" onntatns 7 articles
needed by every Ladv-pateutSpool
Holder, Scissors,Thimble, 4e.— guaranteed worth $1.50 Sample Box, by mail,
50 cente. Agents w.inted,PLUMB 4 CO.,

OUR

is

!—

WILSON’S

Celelrateil Rotary-Hook

—

suitable for kitchen

Mm

WHEELER &

A DVKRTI8ER8I Am. NewnpaoerOnion repreiV sents over 1,600 papers, divided Into 7 subdivisions. Bend 3-ceiit atamp for Map allowing location of papera, with combined and aeparate Hits,
glrlngeatiraatesforcostof
advertising.Address
8. P. SANBORN, 114 Monroe street,Chicago, 111.

The

Chill Ourk

Best ever

1878.

a = *

?«•

Sargent, Greenleaf & Brooks,
Chicago,

- CD

S Qfl® CD

111.

mmm
p

fw Nature's Medicine Chest, the Earthf

BESSEMER STEEL
Coirae Horse Sta Slones lo

Bars.

Eight DifTerent Sizes.

On Everybody’s Tonfwe.-Euloglums ol

There is no better shoe made

the great National Regeuerator of Health, Plan-

for

tation Bittkbs, are on everybody’stongue. This
gratuitous viva wee advertising is better than all
paid-for puffing to which the owners of bogus
bitters are obliged to resort. It has a spontaneous
heartiness about It which carries oouvlctiouto
the mind of the auditor.

durability

and cheapness.
F r service it
wears 3 times
as long as common shoes, is
easily thsped to

HARDWARE WHOLESALE.
,

K>

to

b4

Mu higan-av.

HOTELS.
NEVADA HOTBL. Wabash-av.,bet Madlsoa aud
Monroe. Central, convouleut.$J.0o per (Jay.

No Person can lake these Bitters WARABII HOURP, R2 00 per day. First-class Id
every particular. Wahaih-av.,oor. Cougrese.
according to directions, and remain long
unwell, provided their bones aro not de‘MPERIAL AXLE GREASE.
stroyed by mineral poison or other OKO. B. SWIFT 4 CO., Mfre., 142 to 146 Fulton.
means, and vital organs wasted beyond LEAD PIPE AND SHEET LEAD MANUFACTURERS.
K. W. DLATCHFOUD4 CO., 70 North Clinton.
repair.
Bilious. Bcmittent and Inter- LINSEED OIL AND OIL CAKE MANUFACTURERS.
lent Fevers, Which arc so preva- R. W. HLATCHFORDA CO., 70 North Clinton.
lent in tho valleys of our great rivers LOCKSMITHS’ AND BELL-HANGERS'MATERIALS.
in it

throughout the Cnited States, cspccinlly
those of the Mississippi, Ohio. Missouri,
Illinois, TcmiesKce, Cumberland* Arkansas, Red. Coforado, Brazos, Bio Grande,
Pearl, Alabama, Mobile, Savannali,Roanoke, James, and many other!, with
their vast tributaries, throughoutour
entire country during the .Summer and
Autumn, and remarkably so during sea
sons of unusual heat and dryness, are
invariably accompaniedby extensivederangements of the stomach and liver,
and other abdominal viscera. In their
trcatnvmt, a. purgative,exerting a powerful intluonce upon these various organs, is essentiallynecessary. There
is no cathartic for tho purpose equal to

WOLLKNSAK.

J. F.

228 LaBallc.

LUMBER.
THE PEflnilOO CO.— Green Hay Lumber. North
Put. W. K. Strong, Free. 0. £. Hompite*d,8*c.
MARBLE AND SLATE MANTELS.
THE OOWKN MAKHLK CO., II North Tlark.
F. W. SMITH 4 CO., Dealers lu Rough and

Fin-

lihod Marble, 48 K. Van Huron.

MUSIC. SHEET AND BOOK. AND DEALERS
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
THE ROOT 4 SONS MUSIC CO., 109 State,

IN

PIANOS AND ORGANS.
K1MDALL, 206 to 209 State.

W. W.

PUMPS. WOOD AND PORCELAIN CYLINDER PIPE. Etc.
J. F. TKMPLF. 4 SONS. Mufra., cor. Polk and CanaL
JAS. B.

REAL ESTATE.
CO., 73 Dearborn.

GOODMAN 4

SEWING MACHINE COMPANIES.
AMERICAN 8 M. TO 242 Wabash-av.
Dr. ,1. Walker’s Vinf.cak Bitters, " DOMESTIC” 8 M. CO 74 State. Agents wanted.
OUOVF.U A HAKKIt S. M. CO., l'<0 Stale.
as they will speedilyremove tho dark- HOMES M. CO. Johnson.Clark 4 Co., Ill State.
colored viscid matter with which tho VICTOR 8. M. CO., 381 Welt Madison.
SHOT.
bowels arc loaded, at the same time
stinuihiting tlir secretions of the liver, CHICAGO PHOT TOWER CO., 70 North CUotOB.
.

,

and

generally restoring the healthy
functionsof the digestive organs.

SAMUEL

SHOW-CASE MANUFACTURERS.
H. MARTIN, 67 Ststn.
SOAP MANUFACTURERS

Forlify llio body against disease
by purifyingall its finals with Vineoar
Bitters. No epidemic can take hold
of a system thus fore-armed.

rtfW:!!?

there is no specific superiorto the waters of the
Beltier Sprii g.
Tarrant s Effervescent Seltzer Aperient
Is an improvement upon that world-renowned
remedy fir indigestion, biliousness and constipation. It Is at once mild, thorough aud Infallible.
No drug store la without It.

vigorunt that ever sustained the sinking
system.

HEAVY

KIMBARK BROS. A CO

JAR. B. KIRK A CO '8 STANDARD SOAPS, sold by
WholesaleTrade every w lure, A<8 to JtU N. Water,

STEAMSHIP LINES.
WHITE STAR MAIL LINK, 97 Cla'k, A. Lagergrea.

Dyspepsia or Indigestion, HeadWASHING MACHINES.
ache, Pain in the Shoulders, Coughs, For Circulars, etc., addressCALKINS CHAMPION
WASHER CO., 297 S. Clark. Ageuta wanted.
Tightness of the Chest. Dizziness, Sour
Eructations of the Stomach, Bad Taste WHITE LEAD. ZINC AND COLORS MANUFACTURER!
in the Mouth, Bilious Attacks, PalpiRi- CHICAGO WHITE LEAD 4 OIL Co., Oreon 4 Fulton.
tation of the Heart. Inllammation of the
WIRE CLOTH AND WIRE GOODS.
Lungs, Pain in the region of the Kid- CLINTON VilKE CLOTH CO., 17ftIlaudolpb.
neys, and a hundred other painful sympRy n.f'Thlilnefur Mm 8«-l« nor of
Although less than oightoen months have
toms, are the offsprings of Dyspepsia.
Save
on Hi,. FinM’iuM ll"tilh y.wliirh
elapsed einco its birth, lutB met with such
One bottle will prove a better guarantee
Uitclira How lo I’rrw rvr llrnllk
marked hucccuh that we have determined to
and How lo Koxlorc It, I'/ nature*
of its merits than a lengthy advertiseenlargeits ecope aa a journal, and add Buch imItemed 1’*. u yenr, 2n ren'* a N<*.
ment.
Thror .llontha “On Trliil" Tor
provements and iuangurate such changes as
Scrofula, or King’s Evil, White
'M mitM. AshiiI* ran do wnl!. ( uth
will at once challenge tho admiration of its
Swellings, Ulcers,Erysipelas,Swelled Neck.
CommlwtooiaodgreatPicmlurn* Hrwold friends and commend it to the patronage Goitre, Scrofulous Inflammations, Indolent
Ing SlaihliiON nt WhoIrMile
of thousands of now ones everywhere.In a Inflammations,' Mercurial Affections, old
Kentl stamp for Orenlan.
Hills 8.Prior*.
R. WELLS RCO., m Hruetl vy. N Y.
word, wo intend to make it tho
Sores, Eruptions of the Skin, Sore Eyes, etc.

"iff

1

1

I

%

-i

1

th« hoof, and

In these, as in all other constitutionalDistakes less time
tn making than Loading Family Newspaper of the West. eases, Walker’s Vinkgau Bitters have
any other, while
shown their great curative powers in the
they last longer Its tone will be elevated to the very highest
and give better moral standard, nothing being allowed to most obstinate and intractablecases.
Batts action to
For IiiHnmmuiory mid Chronic
all. Being of enter its columns that conld offend the most
steel, it makes
iilicnmntisin.
Gout, Bilious, Remittho bfst winter refined. Its contents will comprise tho her',
nr Mimmer shoe attainableshort stories, papers of advent- tent and IntermittentFevers, Diseasesof
known; costs no
the Blood, Liver, Kitlncvs
hnlncy mid Bladder,
more to consum- ure and travel, sketches of distinguished
MANUFACTORY AND SALESROOM,
those Bitters have no equal. Such Diseases
er than iron.
people, essays on social, literary and other
23
&
25
ST.,
The conttnu*
are caused by Vitiated Wood.
A DAY. Awe ta aeml for circular.
our calk* arc famed by simply turning the shoe, topics of popular interest, etc., etc. It will
H. L. SHEPARD A CO., Chicago
Mechanical Diseases.- Persons enThe trade, biArkiunithi a«d cnn*umer8 supplied
,
.,
An liil« rr*tlnp Illnsa
Kach
Agents wante t. Partlcu- by Kimbark, Bros 4 C".. Chicugo, III ; Geo. 1). Hall, bo distinguishedIlOt Only for its
trated work ol £in |«gaged
in Paints and Minerals,such as
Louis, Mo.; Nicol* 4 De«u, Si. Paul Minn.; Geo.
9 I AJ 1 rs free. J. WORTH A CO.. 8t. Louis, Mo. St
gus, containingvaluPlumbers, Typc-settor.*,Gold-beaten*, and
Worthington 4 Co , Cov. laml, Ohio.
Unequalcd Tales and Sketches,
able Informationfor
wOh full parttculsrs, address
FHIl DAY Commission or gltUawook For pamphlets.
Miners, as they advance in life, are subject Uio*e wnn are married or ccnlnni|iliil«- iiiiinlage.
R. HALF, 4 CO., Manufacturers,
but will contain &U entertaining and useful
9 —
Salary and expenses.We offer it and will
Price
50 eU.liy mall. Addn-** Dr. Hniu’ lU-j»tie»
to puralyRU of the Iloweln. To guard wry. 12 North KlirlitliStreet, bt. LoiiD. 3L>
110 Dearborn St., Chic-ig , 111.
pay it. Apply now. U.WebberdtCo., Marlon, O
variety of
upaiust tins, take a dose of Walkkk'n Vinkoar Brmhts oecaKioimlly.
MR Q A I R Good son-'iid-handPortable and StaAnecdotes,
Biography,
[HAPPY KKL1KF.
1 UHiJilLDi iona-y Koginosand Boilers, Tubiog,
Don’t deapatrl R*-»4
For Skin Diseases, Eruptions,TetCasing etc. Addri is Bingham A Rich,Oil City, Pa.
History, Poetry,
tins erram of meiUat
ter, bait- Rheum. Blotches, Spot*, Pimples,
literature! Thirty
Wise Sayings,
A GEN I N W ANTKD— Men or women, 934 a
I year* among tljf atPustules, Roils, CaVhuiicles, Uing-worim*,
il. week or ilROforfeltod.
The
.....secret
........
free.
.. Write
ilic.r . fbotu*..
t t.u . i, ,iu an early grave; lost
Scraps of W’It,‘ Scald-head,Sore Kyos, ErysipelaB, Itch, vitality,ntrvnus w.-akuesi; whomay marry ; why
cor—* 4• CO., 8th 8t., Now York.
at once to COWRN
Scurfs,Discolorations of the Skin, Humors not; lot' memory ; Imiuireit health. T in ty lee*
Useful Information of Every and Diseases of the Sign of whatever name tares delivered at Chicago Medical I*- Utute.yMcy
And a FORTUNE for all,
60 cts. C’Jniultat on free. Cnreitfiuk mteed. Ad>
either *ex. Address W. A.
IN TIIKKK HOOKS.
or nature, are literally dug tip and carried dresa or rail on Dr. A. G. OL1N, 187 Wasbington-st*
Description.
Morse 4 Co., 8th St., Phila.
Chicago, III. Pleasaut horns for patients. AH cor
By L 0. EMERSON md W. S. TILDEN.
Wo h&vo engaged a corps of oontribnton, out of tho system in a short time by the u.se respondent#couflaeutiaL
A DVRRTI8KR8 I Bend 2ft cents to OEO. P. ROWof these Hitters.
In Hook 1, which is for Primary Schools, we compriuing the livelieststory-tellers aud sevIX. ELL 4 CO., 41 Park Row, New York, for thetr
Pamphletof inn pages, containing lists of 3000 news- have a3years’ coursaof rtudy, very plainly lad
Pin, Tape, and other
eral of the best authors of the day in every
papers and cstima es showing cost of advertising. out, with abundant directions to teachers, and a
lurking in the system of ro many thouRands,
largo number of sweet songs for th»- little ones to
department of literature.
aro effectually destroyed and rcmoVed. No
DADFR DflllQ JKNNlNOSRROB.1ma»ufactu-Bing by rot* aud.by U«te. Price % Cent^
m bit rfflLO. rers of tUe Japanese Paper In Book II, the course above indicated Is conHo. 617 St. Charles Street, St. Lous, Ko.,
system of medicine, no vermifuges, no miWare. 352 Pearl St., New York *lty. Trade supplied tinned, and become* a little more theoretic. The
TO CANVASSERS AND AGENTS.
cootlnnei to tnwt alt of obftteloato mirriu*.Moot
with Spittoons, Bowls, Basins, Slop Jail, Trays, 4c.
thelminitics
will
free
the
system
from
worms
bo k Is fitted. fit thensei.fthe younger noholars
Imiiurltlei,
tyttf ailow-oior iIcKomiwhich rnelu fma
With a view of extendingthe alreadylargo like these Hitters.
tn Grammar Schools. Price 5) Cents.
lodticreUoa
or Imprudence, with uljumIUM iiA-ccm.
Dr.
W.'i
eiUbiahmeni
li cbtricred by the HUU of UliYOU WANT A F1K8T-CLAS8 SOW- In Hook 111, part-singing Is Introduced, and and rapidly-increasingcirculation of The
For Female Complaint#, in young •ourl, wu fuunded and h»i been f«ubll.b«dto tecure
ING M At'HINF' without money, write to the earts trained toharmo.lusinging For Higher
mA-,
eertila
utd
reliable
relief. Hein* a graduateof
Ledger, we are offeringtho most
Till Lkdusb Co., Cnicago. III., and learn how you
Classes in Grammar Schools Price 50 Cents.
or old, married or singlg, at the dawn of woaereral medical eol'ogei.and batingiba eipeMence af a
can get one. A splendid < ffer. ,.
The music in these charming and useful hooka
long and tueeeuiul ilfein bil ipeclaTtlaabe ku perfMk-4
manhood, or tho turn of life, these Tonic
ExtraordinaryInducements
remedln that are etfectuiMu all Ibeie caiea. Hit patlenia
was selected and arrangc.1 by the practiced hand
.Hittersdisplay so decided an influence that
pAN-VASMCRS WANTKD for Tub Chicago of Mr. L. 0. Emeraou, and the theoretic part baa
are being irratcd by mall or eipreeaeverywhere. Me
\J Lkdgkk, an eight-pag- newspaper,for $1 60 per been well tasted byMr.Tllden before placing in to Canvassers.Agents, Postmasters and others improvemeut is soon perceptible.
mttur Who failed, rail or write. From the great nomVrr ef applleatloneha la enabledto keep bl* chargee
year Largest premiums ever offered t> agents. the Readcre.
who desire to avail themselves of this rare
The nest paper tn Untied States.Full particulars
Oansothe Vitiated Blood when- lew. 30 p*gfS, giving full ajmpumi,for two *tam|>a.
For
High
School«»no'hinBi«ecceds
the
above
on applicati
to Tax Lkdoih Co., Chicago, 111.
R aders bet er than “ I UK HOUR OK MING- opportunity. Buch liberal premiuma and club ever you fiud its impuritiesbursting through
IJIG” [$1 00], alreadv in e«tena»veuae. if that
the. skin in Pimples, Eruptions, WfeSores ;
page*.* popotar book which ibodlj be read hr erery.
Local Agent* wanted
take orders for writbaa been used, try <*CI401CK TRIOS” [fil.OOJ, rates have never been offered ^ by a newspaper
b dy No marriedpair, or peraoaaeoutemblaUugnar.
tn s, printed Le
ei Heads, Euveb pes
cleanse it when you find it obstn^B and
a collectiouof the best 3-part music.
or
other
publication
in
this
country.
ri»g-. can gtfordto do without It. It conulm the cream of
gymen, Lawyers, Sc
ir*iert hants, Clt-r
sluggish in the veins; cleanse it wn® it is
mealeal Uterature on tbU (uhjaot,the reialuof Dr. W.'e
ools, Families.Terms l*ber»l. For samples
The new Singing School Booki''‘TiIE SONG
|.<o( evpertcnoei ala* the beat thought! fr«m late wmka
AddressThe Umpire City Paper Oo., Box 4504, N.Y. MONARCH* [75 cts 1. it attracting general atfoul ; your feelings will tell vou when. Keep
In Kurope aad Amai laa. Bent acaled.i^at pald for 50 cu.
tention as one of tbs Best Books ever made for One copy one year ............ ......... 11.50 the blood pure, and the health of the system
get Itrst Hook and llct Singing chools.
1.00
will follow. •
BOOK AGENTS Terms. Bend for circulars. The above books tent postpaidon receipt of re- One copy eight month! ..............
C.N.U.
No. 48
R. h. McDonald * co.,
Address
Cyclopedia ••
of Tiling* Worth Know- tail price.
U “Cyclopedia
k \ vbitm.Mr i«r ki», f.t»
ing, or '-49.UOO WantN Mippllrd.’' The King
Drugpista and Gen. AgU., San Francisco,Californio, v \
LEDGER COMPANY,
ol* -..if
«U- u>* r
of ReceiptBooks. 16-colorChromo free. Co-opxh- OLIVER OITSON A CO., CHAS. H. DITSON A CO.,
and cor. of Washington and Charlton Sts., N. Y.'
Jl. UAK Wttrrsy
ativr Pub. oo., Cincinnati, or Muscatine,luwa.
Chicago, 111.
Sold by all Druggist* aud Dealers.
711 Broadway, N. Y.
Drxka'b Dictionahtblottkk is a convenient
blotter portfolio,with the addition and novelty of
avery fulllistofwordslikelytobeused by writers,
who, to get the correct spellingof them, may often
gladly ara 1 themselvesof this handy and ingenious assistant.A dictionary of synonyms, oommoa
Christian names, a brief list of geographical names
and a perpetual calendar are added.
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religious press of this country is an

American institution,the parallelof which

JLi

something between a

and

magavine, and have but little influence on public affairs. An American religious jourtract

Established in

a

S
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ITu*
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It is not so

concern with

as

to have

A Change

of Programme Each Week.
i

it

from a

different

supreme.

affairs not with the eye

whom

It

looks on public

of

a politician,to

events arc important or otherwise

as they affect his party; nor of

a man

with

nt-atui**

and dl*]>uti'li.

Horse Shoeing a

Speciality.

Thanking ray old cnatomcra

Still continues,

and he has concluded

keep

to

open

his offer

for |>hhI favnra,
Hollclth call from them, und an manv new one*
••want anythingIn my line.
I

to
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FLIEMAN.

the public for a few days longer.

of

business,who weighs everything in his

ffl

Now

financial scales; but as believing in hu-

man intereststhat are far more important;
and which therefore tries to balance the

Tiak

Warranted.

General iilacktfndtlilni!
dont-

view, as it affects those mor-

it regards as

.

SEASONED LCKSEB,

Work

All
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and religious interestsof society which
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NOTHING HIT

slight

world, which we "secular” journalists re-

of

(I bt'at-S)iriug»of m y
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its

ted and close observer of the living,active

point

Ilnivv War'll*,
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this one. It is rather an interes-

gard-only looking at

(

on hiinil.
IViiirunlt

occupied with the

world

affairs of another

,'1> 1<’r

l.r
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per, giving a weekly record of current

comments.
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A good nKHortnuut of Tlduddr skein*

nal, on the contrary, is strictly a newspa-

events, which it makes the subject of
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is your time to purchase goods at

at Chicago

retail,

mils

4 PE

IIS,

Have just opened a Large and well Selected8t(*ckof

Dry goods,

Wholesale figures.

Groceries,

engrossing excitements of politics and

Crockkky, and

business by continually throwing into the

Hats

mind soberingreligiousreflections.
Such kind of journalismis a natural outpublic

Which tbeySre offeringat

Prices,

&

Caps,

that defy

Competition.

growth of our national character.— A'. Y.
Alioa complete Stock of

Evening Poet.

---At

-

OTBER STORES CBARCE.

PRICE

FLOUR

half past 9 o’clock, in the evening of

We

was discovered
be on fire by the vigilent watch on

the 29th ult., Fort Sumter
to

CUT DRUG STORE AT BALT TBE

PBVSICIANS' PRESCRIPTIONS PREPARED AT TSE

A

•

Sightlt Street)

board the revenue cutter Moccasin, lying
in the harbor.

do not purchase Physicians, and have no percentage to pay to

•

any one.

Holland

n

ALWAYS
All

City.

ed

relief of the

fortress, leaving

time-honor-

the cutter to follow

as

Hardware

eoon as steam could be raised. Every

and man was at his post. The engineers were active in their department,
officer

Store

-:o:-

E. VAN DER VEEN,

and the crew called away with buck-

axes. Upon

ets and

gaining

inside the works the fire was found

overflow interiorof the port, full six

ce-

lighthouse keeper and his family, together

one time

imminent danger, but the timely aid

G-ZETsTIE

in

of

1 hope to *ee ail my old friend* and manv
one* to examine my good*, *o well
•elected for the trade.

Wc h»Ti

on

had

a

A Very

Stove-Pipe, Stove Furniture, Etc.,
Horse Nails,
the flames and saved a considerableloss
Horse Shoes,
of public property.
Wagon Springs,
-«•»>
Horse Trimmings,
Ex-Mayor Joseph Medill, of Chicago,
Glass, Putty,
during his European trip, spent some time
Paints, Oils,

-

large

new

STOVES.

Stl

Slnet,

1874.

examination of the merits of the cause
which the Hungarian patriot Kossuth

Farmers’ Implements,

WERKMAN

and

orator.

He

says:

The whole thing was about the same

as

General Dealers.

Queen Victoria and undertake
another dynasty

in

to

E.

who

tilled the soil and

of their toil and

Fluid Extract

BUCHU!
The only known remedy for

self-de-

nial. The whole thing was the greatest

BRIGHT’S DISEASE,

impositionand fraud ever perpetrated upon the American people in the name of
liberty.
It

is

related of George Clark, the cele-

brated negro minstrel, that, being examin-

ed as a witness, he was severelyinterro.

gated by the attorney,

down

who wished to

"You are in
the negro minstrel business, I believe?”
inquired the lawyer. “Yes, sir,” was the
prompt reply. "Isn’t that rather a low
calling?” demanded the lawyer. "I don’t
know but what it is, sir,” replied the minstrel, "but it is so much better than my
father’s that I am rather proud of it,”
"What was yours father’s calling?" ‘‘He

break

whs

his evidence.

a lawyer," replied Clark, in a

tone of

regret that put the audience in a roar.

The wet

weather last week had a de-

pressing effect on the elephantsin Bar-

num's Hippodrome, at Baltimore; but
when it cleared on Friday, they indulged
in a lively frolic. The American says:
They frisked their ponderous bodies about,
bulled each other, and when the three
smaller ones got tired of pushing and
tumbling about in a good-humored play,
each seized with

his trunk one of the legs of

old Betsey, and after the hardest kind of
wrestling they upset the great, good-hum-

ored old beast, who seemed to enjoy the
fun as much

as

46 fccl-ly

the name of liberty,

lived in destitution,while the landlords
fruit

St*.

And

a

more complete

in

ation of the President’s views.

J.

ALBERS.

1874. C. B.

'

WYNNE.
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- House

oldest Furniture

in

the City.
Always keep

a full and well selected stock of Furniture, at price* correspondingwith the times.

Flannels.
Repellents,
Cottonades,
Shawls*

Young

Wall Paper,

Window Shades,
,

Ladies' Goods,

Carpets,

;

of the South-West quarter of the North-Eaet
quarter of Section Twenty (20) in Township Five
(5) North of range Fifteen (15) West, which la
hounded on the North side by the public highway
runningfmm the Allegan, Muskegon and Traverse
Bay State Hoad a* It now runs North-Easterly
throughSection Sixteen (18) iu said Township, to
the South-Eastcomer ol Section four [41 in said
Township as said highway I* now travelled; and
Itounded on the East, South and West side by the
East. South and West line* ol said South-West
quarter of the North-East quarter of Section
Twenty [20,1 exceptingfour acres on the East side
thereof and leaving six acres more or less; which
sale will take place at the front door of the Court
House in the city of Grand Haven, Ottawa County. State of Michigan [that being the place where
the Circuit Court for the said County ol Ottawa ia
held,]on Monday. Uu mcond [2nd] dayof Sownber,
/>. 1874, at one o'clock in the afternoon of that day.
Dated, Holland, Mich., Aug. 6, A. D. 1874.
G1LLES W A B E K E . .4 ttionee of Mortgagee.
Griswold A Okt. Atty'efbr Attignet.

.4 .

Skirts,

Oil Cloths,

Ladies and

Feathers,

Gentlemen's
Underwear,

Feather Beds,

Mortgage

Sale.

Mattresses,

Prints,

Notions,
Hats & Caps.

coffihsts.

BLADDER & KIDNEYS,

CHEAP FOR CASH. Meat Market,

-

-

KEARNEY’S

EXTRACT BUCHU

Jacob Suite.

PRACTICAL

0TNO MATTER WHAT THE

„

Engineers and Machinists

1871.

FOR SALE.

M,

--

Mich.

‘

MMU

BOTH

A DAY GUARANTEED

1874.

.Vo Charge far Airier uni Coneultation
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OaUlofoeafrM. W. QUia, 8t Louli, Ma
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MILL FEED, CORN,
AH orders promptly attended

B.DYOTT. M.D.,

A

choice lol "f dry pine 2 inch cull phttik for
sale cheap, by II. I) Post. Also, No. I Miin>:le*.
ch' op.

&c.
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M.
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I curablocMo.NocuronocharEtt,areality.6t4.1lrc.ri-»;
••
P.8. Dr. FiUcr’a Pills, 20 cts., should be ufcco
wit])
106-ly
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Syrup.

B

Has great Magnifying power, used in detecfiiug
Counterfeit Money. Shoddy in Cloth, foreign substance In the Eye, In Wounds, etc , and to examine
Inserts, Flowersand Plants, to detect flawsln Metals, fineness of wood-grain: to decipherwriting
otherwise Illegible ; and for the inspection of gram*
minerals,etc. U useful for everybody Double
Convex Lens, l',4 inches. Mounted In leather,an®
carried In the vest imckct. Price 60 tents, two for
*\. free by mall. Agents Wanted Circulars Tree.
AddressM. L. Byrau, P. O. Box 4, 669, New YorA
Office, No. 49 Nassau St.
sTATl WHERE YOU SAW THIS.
.

to.

AOX NT FOR

BYBN'S

'ocket Photoscopo.

lr7.

Physician and Surgeon, lot Duane St.. N. Y.

Sidewalk Plank.

WELL AUGER AND

ia good territory. mOQEffr
TESTIMONIAL*FROM GOVERNOR*
OF IOWA, ABKAIftAA AND DAKOTA

DEALER IN-

Offl.'f at

will be greeted with an authoritive declar-

1,

Default having been made in the conditinna of
payment of a certain Mortgage dated the twentyfourth day of July, A. D. 1872. made and exrruted
by Leonard L. Witbeck.of Holland.Ottawa
Non-retention or Incontinence of Urine, Irritation,
County. Michigan, to Joshua Myrlck, of the same
Inflamation or Ulceration of the
Wall jMijter bought of v*, irill l* trimmed place, and recorded in the office of the Register of
Deeds In and for the County of Ottawa and State
free of charge.
of Michigan,on the 27th day of July, A. D. 1872,
46 2 * ly
8PKKM ATOKRJHEA,
ICS
at one o'clock, I’. M., in Liber “X" of Mortgage*,
Leucorrho-e or White*. I>i*ea*e* of the Pro*tatc
on page 414, and afterwardsassigned by assignGive them a call before buying elsewhere.
Gland, Htonc in the Bladder.
ment from the said Joshua Myrlck to Geo. Meta
and Geo. W. McBride, on the 3rd day of August,
Colcoltt*Gravel orRrickduit Dcpoait and Much*
A. I). 1874, for a valuableconsideration,
wlilch
or Milky DUcbarge*.
said assignment was recorded in the office of the
—OF
registerof Deed* In and for the County of Ottawa,
Holland, Mich., Sept. 15, 1874. 47-3*-ljr
and State of Michigan, on the 5th day of August,
A. D. 1874, in Liber No. 4. of Mortgages, on page
)
j 41. and whereas there is now due ann unpaid on
said Mortgage the sum of eighty-three dollars and
eighteen cents, and no proceedingseither In law or
Permanently Cure* all Dlneane* of the
Since the dissolution of our co-partnershipI am in equity having been commenced to recover the
BLADDER, KIDNEYS, AND DROPSICAL (SUCCESSORS TO DUTTON A THOMPSON) rat
nrylngon this business alouc.at the OLD STORK, same or any part thereof: Notice is hereby given
where I can be found at all times, and where I will that on Tiutdav,thi tenth day of November. A. D.
SWELLINGS,
keep constantly on band, the choicest of Salt and I 1874, at one o'clock In the afternoon of said day, at
Exiting in Men. Women and Children,
Frt*h Me alt. and offer them at the lowest price*. the front door of the Court House, in the city of
AGE!
I expect to see all our old friend*, to mine and call 1 Grand Haven, In said County of Ottawa, that belnc
on me. when I will oiler them such bargains as w ill the place of holding the Circuit Court for said
Prof. Steel *ay*: “One bottle of Kearney’*
induce them to purchase their daily ration* w ith County, there will be sold to the highestbidder.
Fluid Extract Bufhu i* worth more than all other
me.
; at public auction or vendue, the premise* described
Buchu* combined."
Messrs P. Wintmh. K. WuciRiuand J. Browkr,
in said Mortgage or so much thereof as may be
J
JACOB KUITK.
Price. One Dollar per bottle, or Six bottle*for have formed a co-partnership under the above Arm
Holland. Fob. 14.
46 2s If
necessarvto satisfythe amount due and pay able
Five Dollar*.
name, and will devote themselveswith all due aton said Mortgage,with Interestat ten percent and
tention and diligence to anythingand everything
all legal costs and charges of snch sale and also
pertaining to the line of Engineer*and Machinist*.
an attorneyfee of fifty dollars as provided for In
lOi Dsase St, Her
The Shop and Foundry are located at the old
said Mortgage in case proceedingsshould be taken
Brand,
weal
of
HeaH)'*.
A Physician in attendanceto anew or corre*pontoforeclose t tic same, which asid lands and oremisea
In
Section*
4 and 5, Fillmore,AlleganCo. 2V
The
Blacksnithhhop
formerly
run
by
P.
&
E.
dence and give advice gratia.
| are described as follows,to-w lt: “All the following
mile* from Holland, the farm, known a* “Den described land situated and being in the C-ouutv of
Winters, will be continuedas before.
Send Htatnp for Pamphlet*,free. fill 172
The Plow BrstNEs* heretofore conducted and Blcykcr * Karm,” «8 acres, divided ns follow*: 83 Ottawa,and State of Michigan and furtherdesmanaged by K. K. Heald ha* been transferred to acres woodland, and 65 acre* improved; orchard cribed a* follows, to-wlt : the North-West quarter
with young fruit hearing tree*; good frame building! of the North-West quarter of Section [10] ten. In
u*. and will be run In connection w ith the above.
7’0 711 E^ Mill Repairing, will receive our apecial atten- and barn with an extra building for help For furtown [5] five, North of range [16] sixteenWeet.
ther Information address: Mr*. J. Den Bi.eykeii, ! containing forty acres of land more or less, as per
Kalamazoo.
I
...”
Ship BuncBMimiNu, done In all IU branchei
II V
t’ At
United States survey
Kalamazoo. Mich.. Aug. 25. 1874. 132 2m.
w ith nromutness and dispatch.
“
AUg.
ng.l13th. A. D. 1874.
Dated, Holland,Mich.,
iu 1
Mill owners and manufacturerM are requested to
GEO. MKTZ and GKO. W. McBRIDK,
give u* a cal).
A eelgnec* of Mortgagee.
OF
SEXES.
Holland,'Mich.. March ig,
WH-fv
G. W. McBride, Att’y for Assigneesof Mortgagee.

of a third term, which is to
Chattanoogaduring the present month,
cates

Mell*.

every departmentthan

no

advo
meet in

the Old Albert' Stand, West of

at

-

The
I*

lic vendue, of the premise* described In said Mortgage, viz: All that certain tdece or pared of land
situated in the County of Ottawa and State of
Michigan, which i* further described a* that part

t

M. Reidsema & Son.

J.

positive remedy for

Dr. J. B. Ihorr. graduate of Jeffer*on Medical
College. Philadelphia,author of eeveral valuable
A HEtiiiEH of the Cabinet is credited w’ork*. can be con*ultud on all di*ca*e* of the Sexual or l rinary Organa, (whirh ho ha* made an eswith saying that he is satisfied,after talk- pecial *tudy) either In mail or female, no matter
from what rauie originatingor of how long standing with the President, that the latter has
ing. A practice of 8o year* enable* him to treat
intention of lajing a candidatefor disease* with sucre**-. Cure* guaranteed. Charges
reasonable.Those at a dl-tancc can forward letter
a third tefrm, and that at the proper time desenbing symptom* and enclocing stump to t»repav postage.
he will indicate his purpose to decline furBond for the Gi/I/fcto Health. Prlci- ItV

ble that the southern convention of

GIVE US A CALL
Holland, Mich., June

Pupllc that they have received a
large and new stock of

GOUT. GRAVEL STRICTURES, DIABETES, DI8PEPSIA,NERVOUS
DEBILITY, DROPSEY,

any one of them.

ther political honors. It is not improba-

Watches, Clocks and Jewelry
cost* of these proceedings,the said Mortgage will
done In the best manner and warranUd.
he foreclosed by sale to the highest bidder, at pub-

Our Store i*

Announce to the

Which

dollar*($2&.ll0i stipulated in said Mortgage, and the

REPAIRING of

Van LandetrendA

VAN DEB VEEN.

8. E. cor. 8th A River

while not a word was uttered or act done

rackrcnttenants

Holland.

Notions, etc.

2XPAIUN0 A JOBBING CONI AT SBOBT NOTICI.

set up

to better the condition of the miserable

.

other thing* too numerou* to mention.

if

the Irish landlords should revolt against

& SONS,

River Street, - - -

United States in 1&51-52. Mr. Medill's
And many

Sale.

1

-:o:-

Carpenters’ Tools,

Mortgage

FALL!

led,

conclusion is not complimentaryto the

ALBERS & WYNNE.

IN

gi

Nails, etc.

and which he pleaded so eloquently in the

enjoyed the

- •

--

in Austria, where he made an extended

Store,

RUBBERS, ETC.

Tall Aucrtnectof tbi Eeit

COOK, PARLOR AND HEATING

To any part of the City.
Give us a call before purchasingelsewhere, at our
New Store on River Street,next to Van Putter'sDrag
O’ V I It

BOOTS, SHOES,

IRiAL

Hard-ware.

FIRM!

JEWELERS.

the cutter’s crew arrestedthe progress of

brilliant leader

goods purchasedof us will be

Whereas default ha* been made in the conditions
•if a certain mortgage executedby Cole G. Salver
and Betsy Salyer his w Ife, of the Township of Holland, Ottawa County, Michigan, to HendrickOoatenrijk of the same place, on the third (Xrd) day of
July. A. D. 1H6«. and recordedIn the office of the
<
Register of Deed* for Ottawa County, State of
Michigan, on the seventh (7th) day of July. A. D.
1H69. iu Liber “U” of Mortgages, on page seventysix 76). w hich said mortgage was duly assigned
by the said HendrickOostcnrilk,of the town of
of Holland. Ottawa County, Michigan,to Gillea
Wabeke, of the Tow n of Zeeland, Ottaw a County
Michigan, by a certaindeed of assignmentexecuted
and dated the thirty first(SO day of August,A. I).
stock on liainl.
1809, which said deed of assignmentwas recorded
in the office of the registerof deed* of the County of
Ottawa. State of Michigan, on the twcnty-*econd
(22nd) day of August.A. D. 1873, iu Liber No. I. of
Mortgageson page fifty-four (54), by which default
BOLIiND, BICB.
the power of sale containedIn said Mortgage ha*
become operative, and no proceedings in Law or
46-6 * Ijr
In chanceryhave been had ton-cover the debt secured by said Mortgage,or any part then*of, and
whereas the sum of Two Hundred and Eight dol1874.
laraaud one cent <$2U8.U1) i* now claimedto be
Have Constantly on hand a select Assortment of
due on said Mortgage on the date hereof: Notice
Fine Watches ami Clock*, of the best Manufacture, is hereby
___________
ven that
for the ________________
amount due a* aforeSilver and Silver Plated Ware. Jewelry, Spectacle*.
Hsid together with an Attorneyfee of Twenty-five

to

feet

above the usual mark, overflowing the
lime and causing it to catch Are. The
with the building, were at

MANUFACTURERSOF AND DEALERS

have

to

had caused the water

gale

LARGE STOCK

an entrance

originatedfrom a muss of lime and

ment. The

HAND.

Delivered Free!

NEW

!

and in less than half an hour the Moccasin Gratefully acknowledgingthe liberal patro. uage of hi* many friend* and customer*
in the paat,' re*pectfullyinvite*
was gliding down the bay at full speed.
the attentionof the
The cutter was anchored abreast of the'
Public to hi*
fort,

(jy

FEED,

boat’s crew, equipped

with axes and buckets, was immediately
despatchedto the

&

Nmiethlng worth $3, to any
family. AddressThe Mcwen-

JMMLvi,

